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FOREWORD 

E55ectéue watezr. aecouace management cannot be Iceatized wubthout 

adequate {znowtedge 05 the impact 05 Land uAe on wate/L. One 

aaea 05 abe and its lwate/Limpact whenea deanth 05 infioamation 
exists, at Least in 0nta)u',a., concenrw, cattte fieedcote. In oaden to

A 

auibt in ovucoming this "infiolunation gap,” Atady was commis-A 

Aiohed by‘ the Sociai Sciences Division 05 the Canada Centne {on Intand
V 

_ 

watvw and ca‘):/tied out by a student pa/ztiai fiwtigittmewt ofi his 

maAteJc'A thesis. It is intended to Aerwe as a pilot Atudy to 'detenm',nev ‘ 

the impact 05 cattjte geedflotzs on the watvc quafity ofi nea/Lby uneama. 
The opiniom explcubed in this Icepolut Me thoae of the autholg and do not 
necebba/u'ty aefiiect thobe 06 the Apomsoning paaty. 

.._.._?.’3?“ °""‘”5.i°"4. 

This pape/L it paeaented a4 an unpublib hed nepont which m/ubt be 

qaalifiied by curtain» ILeAe)wa2t£onA-—‘ILe5e/Lvationa which concelm the method- 

ozagy. data gathelting, and conctcwioms 05 the study. Due to the aebflzicted 
‘(ULECL goon Atzxdy and the method o5 Aeflecting bite; (on, Atudy within this 
‘aaea, the aeauttb cannot be. conAideJLed eithvz aeplcebentatiue on tglpicat o{ 
the Aituation in Lfnta/zio. In addition, the method 06 Aampling, the teuei 
.05 ‘quality coma. on bampleé obtained, and the an7(1L_'._,I§4'A V65 .5am,voI.e/5 could 
have ted to Aignifiicant deuiancea fiaom actual! wate/1. }state} In view 05 that :2.

I 

‘ 

Iceoemxations, ii fieft that defiinitéve conciwsiows onthe bazsib of, thib 

Atddy negaading the impact oficattfle geedtota on Atneam 'u.mte/L quality ane 
not jwstéfiied.

1

.



The above paoblemb aae due, at teaat in paint, tothe deatfla 05 
pluloa tnfiolunatéon available on the subject-—tn5oamat£on which could 

have auststed in cle5.éntng a mane aetevant study gmmxa aha to the 
tack ofiaebowcceé avattabtie fioa _unde/ztafulng the Atud_LI._ 

Value 05 Stadg 

veapite the above ne»wwatéon4,_ 41 fiett thts Atudy has value . 

50a watea quality Icebealcch and management. The descjuiptéve natuae 04 

the aepoiut g.-éveb a good indication 05 the paobliema /Lnvotved--both 

human and othe)um'Ae--05’ conducting a Atudy on this Aubjeot. It 4'»: 

indicative" off the many valuiabteé tnvotved which afigect Atudy duian and 
implementation Aach cw Mite Aampte met, cJu'te2zt_a 502: Atte Aetection, 

watea qaauty va/Léabteb to meazuae, water: Aampténq de6.£g,n. and pILocedu)L?,6, 

etc. It 42 mo indicative 05 the numbu and typeb 05 va/u'.ab£e/as wlulch 

_de/te)un4'.ne the impact 05 cattte fieedtota on the quatity 05 gaound mate): 

. 
and Auafiace watvc a4 watt azs at/Leam. Thuzs, M a ptflot pivcoject, it 
Ahoutd paove wsefiut tn the devdopment o5 a gaamewoak fioa (utuae étudnieb 
in alcea-, abthough no attempt to paowlde Auch a filzamewoak has been 
tncfiuded tn thu aepoat. 

h 
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V‘ SUMMARY 

The purpose of this project was to assess the effect 
of runoff from cattle feedlots on the water quality of 
nearby streams. Increasing public concern over all types 
of environmental pollution has precipitated research into 
various forms of agricultural runoff. Livestock waste" 
runoff_has become a major issue due to the development of 3 

feedlot style production where large numbers of cattle aref 
confined for long periods of time in small areas. This 
type of production was initiated on a.large scale'first in 
the United States midawest during the 1950's. Since that 

"time, numerous cases of water pollution linked to the" 
feedlots have been reported and much research has been as, 
voted to finding methods of waste disposal and treatment. 

In Ontario; feedlots are considerably smaller than in 
the United States; however, the growing demand for beef is 
causing a rapid increase in the number of cattle produced. 
While research into the effects of livestock waste in the 
United States-may supply some answers to officials in 
0ntario,.different conditions of climategrvegetation, and 
topography make much of the information invalid and require 
the research be carried out under the particular 
found in the beef producing regions of southern Ontario; 

Research into the characteristics of animal waste and 
their.potential for polluting streams has been investigated 
by various groups in Ontario. however little analysis has 

'11
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teen made of water duality in streams near feedlots- 
aThis project was designed to assess the effects of 

feedlot runoff on water quality during spring and summer.m 
‘A sample of seventeen feedlots distributed through six 
counties in the western Lake Ontario region were selected

I 

according to specific criteria and water sampling stations 
were located on the adJacent_streams, both upstream and down- 
stream from the feedlots. water quality was monitored at 
regular intervals during the period of March through May and 
analyzed for concentrations of phosphorus, nitrite—nitrate 
nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, B905, and volatile residue. For‘ 
the summer analysis a sample of five feedlots was used and 
water quality was measured during and after storm runoff. 

o Analysis of samples indicated that incidents of waste 
prunoff adversely affecting water quality do occur during 
spring runoff.and that the major factors.influencing waste 
runoff are distance from feedlot to the stream and the pre- 
sence of drainage tile between feedlot and stream. Concen- 
trations of the various water quality properties measured

_ 

diminisihediwith runoff during the spring-Aperiod. 
_ 
analysis of summer.samples was severely restricted as 

‘the result of little rainfall. In those cases where runoff 
did occur from the feedlot area, the effect upon stream 
water quality was negligible. 

Results of this study indicate that continuous monitor-‘ 
ing of the water quality of feedlot streams should be under- 
taken along with a more in depth study of some of the factors 
that were found to contribute to runoff. 

111
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_water samples and preparation of mapsfiii 
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xmaonucnon 

1.1 aPurgoses
, 

The purpose of this study is to determine whether or 
not runoff of livestock wastes from cattle feedlots in “' 

southern Ontario affects the quality of water in nearby 
streams_ This purpose has been approached through the monis 
toring of several aspects of water quality on streams ad- 
Jacent to a sample of feedlots in south—central Ontario. 
Monitoring of stream quality was carried out during the spring

A 

and summer of 1973 in order to assess the.effects of both 
spring runoff and summer rains in transporting livestock 
wastes to nearby streams. water samples were collected at 
predetermined‘locations, both upstream and downstream from 

a each feedlot. and analyzed for various.properties indicative‘ 
of waste presence.5 Those water quality properties considered 
included orthophosphate (P); nitrite-nitrate nitrogen (N); 
ammon1a;(N)..B0D5. and-volatile residue. _¢he study is 
intended as a pilot project to identify the magnitude of the 
problem and to determine the need for a more comprehensive 
analjsis. 

I

I 

Research into the various problems associated with animal 
waste management in Ontario is receiving increased attention 
today because of a growing public concern over all types of 
environmental pollution and conflicts relating to the 
-management of cg: water resources. Livestock waste disposal

1



t2 
has become a major issue due to-two more specific factors: 
the increasing ooncentration_of cattle numbers yhich'resu1ts 
in large-accumulations of waste in small areas; and the

V 

expanding nonefarm rural population which is complaining.of 
farm odours and water pollution about their new homes." 

In the past, when there were relatively few animals 
spread over a wide area? the disposal of_waste wasra natural‘ 

’ 

process resulting from the pasture style of operation and 
what pollution did occur was viewed as ‘natural’. Today._ 
however; the economics of farming demand that beef producers 
confine their cattle in feedlots to facilitate the most rapid ' 

weight gain possible. ‘It is also necessary. due to the small 
profit made on each animal, to feed the maximum number of 
cattle that resources will allow. In Ontario at present, the 
average size of feedlots is approximately 200 head and each 

I 

steer produces-about 50 pounds of waste per day (Black, S. A.. "m 

etlal.,_N: D., p; 3). The potential for both air and water 
pollution from such waste accumulation has been.recognized 

' by government agencies throughout North America. Since the. 
mid_l956's research, particularly in the United States, has 
been aimed at-analyzing the characteristics of livestock 
wasteland formulating methods both to disperse and treat it. 

‘Numerous cases of water pollution caused by feedlot 
runoff have-been documented in the United States,'however 
such is not the case in Ontario. while reports on the con- 
taminants found in and around Ontario feedlots have been 
published, there is as yet little evidence to show that 
those contaminants ever reach-surface water supp1ies.~



Uonditions differ greatly between the beef producing 
regions of the American midawest and that of Ontario, ‘The 
average number of cattle contained in an American feedlot is 
much greater than for the average Ontario feedlot. ‘Waste 
disposal in the United States is different from that in 
Ontario because of the large quantities accumulated and the 
shortage or absence of land onto which the waste can be- 

- dispersed; Topography in the feedlot regions of the United 
States is relatively flat compared to that found in Ontario’ 
and stream density is low._ These factors contribute to the 
accumulation of waste products in the feedlot area. C11; 
matic, soil, and vegetation factors also combine to create 
a far different situation in the United States compared.to 
that in Ontario.‘ Rainfall in the U.S. regions tends to be 
concentrated during a short period of.the«year and causes 
runoff of haste that has accumulated and dried over the long 
dry season; rIn Ontario. snowmelt and more uniform rainfall 
cause runoff to occur more generally throughout the year.‘ 
For these reasons. it cannot be assumed that feedlots in 
the proyince.are in fact causing pollution of streams and 
lakes comparable to that documented for the United States. 

‘' 
In any measurement of feedlot runoff a great many 

variables must be taken into.account. Not only do environ, 
,mental conditions determine the amount of waste that is

« 

removed from the feedlot area, but the operating procedures 
bof the farmer also have a great influence on uaste runoff. 
The frehuency‘uith which the farmer removes masts from the" 

’ feedlot area and spreads it on fields, the}amount of manure



applied per acre, the time of year at which it is applied, 
the use of commercial fertilizers, the nutrient demands of 
the crops in the area, and the presence of permanent grass 
or drainage tile in the area between the feedlot and stream 
are just some of the many variables involved. It may be 
that the difficulty in isolating variables is the reason for 
a lack of interest in the study of waste runoff. Most of the 
publications put out by the Ontario Department of the 
Environment relating to livestock waste are studies of the‘ 
potential of livestock waste to pollute water courses rather 
than studies of livestock wastejthat actually reaches surface 
‘streams or lanes. Partly as a result of these studies, 
there is considerable concern on the part-of many cattlemen 

their operations may be contributing significantly to 
‘the pollntion of nearby streams and that regulations may be 
invoked which will affect their methods or scale_of production. 

It is hoped that this analysis of runoff from feedlot‘ 
areas as affecting water quality in nearby streams will be 
a contribution to a more rational approach to pollution- 
‘analysis and will serve to either confirm or allay the fears 
of the people involved;

_ 

‘we, in Ontario. are fortunate that livestock waste 
disposal problems in areas such as the American Southewest 
have created an awareness of the problem atta time when our 
livestock industry is in the early stages of the transition 
to concentrated production. While feedlots in the United 
States have already grown to an average capacity of several



5 
thousand head with a maximum capacity of over 1oo.ooo head 
(Bademacher,i1969, p.194). most Ontario feed1ots_contain 
only several hundred head. Thus we_may not only benefit 
from some of the research already carried out in the United 
States, but develop methods for controlling waste pollution 
‘while the production system is still amenable to change 
that.wil1 not result in serious disruption either to the. 
_type of farming or the quantity of production. 

1.2 The American Experience 
Concern over livestock waste disposal in the United.7 

States began-to appear in Journals almost twenty years ago. 
iBy that time,_the beef industry had already become well

_ 

established in two major regions: the Missouri and Colorado 
River basins. and confined feeding had long since replaced 
range feeding. The problems of air and water pollution 
became evident as a result of the combination of several 
factors. The increase in population and an increase in the 
per capita consumption of beef products resulted in an 
increase in the number of cattle in most feedlots and the. 
establishment of new operations. Also. there was an in- 
crease in human settlement in the livestock regions, in some 
cases in close proximity to feedlcts. As a result. there was 
a greater demand for water for domestic and recreation 
purposes. These demands were in conflict with the use to 
which cattlemen were putting the water. This conflict 
between expanding communities and expanding feedlots led to 
complaints and court action over feedlot odours and poor



’water quality :(Loehr. 1969. p. 19). 
The extent of pollution in livestock regions is indi- 

cated by several of the documented cases. In Kansas, for 
example, 22 of 36 fish kills reported during the period 
'l967-l968 were caused by feed1ot.runoff--one such kill 
resulted in the death of 500,000_fish (Rademacher, 1969, 

"p. 19#). ‘Cattle too have suffered the consequences of‘ 
polluted water with numerous becoming sick and dying after 
consuming water contaminated by the waste of cattle opera-‘ 
ntions upstream _(Rademacher. 1969. p.19#). ‘The pollution of. 
surface waters that has resulted in the Missouri basin is 

by the contamination of groundwater supplies. A 
study of 6.000 sub-surface water samples collected from. 

' throughout the state of Missouri showed that_h2 per cent con- 
tained more than five parts per million nitrate as.nitrogen._ 
In some counties in the state. over 50 per cent of the ' 

H 

samples indicated potential danger to livestock and humans 
because of the high nitrogen levels. Ammonia and organic 
carbon have also been found.in groundwater near feedlots 
(Rademagher. 1969. p.195).

. 

d 

It has been reported that there are over two billions 
‘tons of livestock waste produced annually in the United States’ 
by more than one million cattle and that half of this 
figure is produced in feedlots.(Bernardg 1970. p. 8; Heald 
and Loehr, 1970} p. 122). The heavy concentration of such 
wastes is indicated by the large number of cattle marketed 
from_each of the basin states.’ Iowa, for example. marketed 
four million beef cattle in 1967, representing‘a waste



population equivalent of 40 million (Rademacher. 1969; 
pl 163). The trend to ever larger feeding operations is 
indicated by the 100,060 head feedlot in Greeley; Colorado. 

State authorities now recognize-the lack_of planning 
_that has resulted in cattle operations located in areas 
highly susceptible to surface runoff and the uncontrolled__ 
release of nastes directly to streams. The fact that many 
of these operations have only been in existence for a short

_ 

period of time indicates the initial lack of concern for the 
pollution characteristics of such operations. 

.There has been a hardeningfiof attitude developing over ‘ 

the past several years towards livestock waste pollution and 
both state and federal agencies are in the process of trying 
to solve the problem. “The enactment of the Federal Water 
Pollution Control Act. Public Law 660, in 1956. and its re- 
vision into the Clean water Restoration Act of 1966 demon- 
strated the interest of the federa1_government in stopping 
water pollution; However. as in Canada. water quality comes 
under state Jurisdiction and state legislators are more 
subject;to the pressures brought to bear by powerful indus- 
tries within the state} As»a result of‘this and other 
factors, adoption of the standards laid down in the clean‘ 
Water Restoration Act and further action at the state level’ 
.has been slow (Biniek, 1969. p. 369). 

Engineering studies have resulted in many suggestions as 
to treatment methods that might be used to reduce the level 
of contamination in waste runoff. Anaerobic holding systems, 
anaerobic digestion. complete treatment. drying and or

,



incineration. liquid aeration. and aerobic composting are 
the.maJor areas of research interest, However; these 
methods invariably entail a capital investment which might 
put the economic viability of many feedlots into questions- 
and this. at a time of growing beef shortages, must be a

A 

prime consideration. 
_ 

H. 

It is difficult to predict what efrects.the recent‘ 
instability 1n feed supply will hare upon the production or 
beef; but, it seems likely that such a volatile situation 
will force many small producers out of business. leaving 
the market to the large feedlot corporations that have the 
resources to survive until the situation stabilizes or' 
a1ternative.feeds are developed._ This will continue the. 
ntrend toward further concentration of the industry and con- 
dsequentlv the wastes within certain watersheds. In spite of 
increasing prices for beef products in recent years. the 

. 

annual per capita.consumption of beef-in the United States 
continues to rise. Between 1951 and 1971, the per 
consumrtion of all red meat increased 22 per cent with most- 
of thisfgain coming in the last ten years (Kottman. 1971. 
p; 9).. Thus. increasing demand too suggests that the quantity 
of waste=produced as a by-product will increase and continue 
to be a source of pollution in an area where control is.

5 

difficult.’ 

1.3 The Ontario Situation 
As in the United states. during recent years there has 

been a significant‘increase in the number of beef cattle
A



raised on 0ntario_farms. High prices paid for slaughter 
‘cattle in the early 1950's initiated an expansion of the 
beef industry and many farmers gave up the cultivation of 
mixed grain crops in favour of corn and cattle. Between 
1951 and 1971. the number of beef cattle rose from l,120,82h 
to 2§h98.086 (Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and_Food, 
X1971) with most cattle now confined for a large part of their 
lives in feedlots. Ontario's increase in cattle production 
can also be accounted for by the rapid rise in population--t 
4.597.000 in 1951 to 7,703,106 in 1971 (Statistics Canada 
1951 and 1971). and per eapita consumption of beef products. 
which rose from 61.6 pounds in 1955 to 92.5 pounds in 1972. 
There is, however, a constraint on_catt1e production in the 
province.‘ Most cattlemen are in the business of only 
fattening replacement cattle rather than raising their own 
-calves. At present, 70 per cent of all replacement cattle 
and calves are brought in from western Canada and there is 
often a shortage of such replacements.(Townshend. 1970. 
p. 195); The number of replacement cattle arriving in 
Ontario from western Canada increased from 277,409 head in 
1956 to h16,22l‘head in 1971 (Can. Dept. of Agric.. 1956 and. 
1971). Ontario cattlemen who have, since,the 1950's..acted 

V 

merely as middlemen buying cattle in the form_of calves. 
‘feeders, and stockers and holding them until they have gained 
sufficient weight to go to market, are being encouraged by 
the Department of Agriculture to establish fully integrated 
cow—calf and feeder operations. The government now offers
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""‘\ 

‘10 
guaranteed loans for the purchase of cows for breeding; This 
program, it_is hoped, will result in self-sufficiency for 
Ontario in beef production and provide more security for 
cattlemen by extricating them from the decreasing margin 
bposition that they have been in.

‘ 

At present. there is no legislation which can be used 
by authorities to restrict the operation of any feedlot or 
other type of farm that is thought to be a_polluter as long‘ 
as the farm in question is being run in accordance nith 
'normal' operating practices. Thus far, almost all cases of

. 

air and water pollution investigated by the Department of the 
Environment have been corrected through the mutual agreement_ 
of the Department and the farmers involved. A "Suggested 
Code of Practice" has been prepared by the Air Management 
Branch of the Ontario Department of the Environment (1970) 
which outlines howgnew farm structures should be located and‘. 
built, how renovations to older buildings should be made, 

‘and how animal wastes should be disposed of. While the code 
is not law. certificates of compliance with the code are 
awardedIand farm loans for ncn.certified projects are 
difficult to obtain; In a few cases of farm pollution, the 
owners have shown complete indifference to both suggestions 
in the code of practice and warnings from the Department of 
the Environment and, according to Department personnel. it 
appears that court action hill be required to halt pollution 
at those sites_and set a precedent for future cases.

I 

Government research into feedlot pollution has been 
restricted to analysis of the characteristics of solid and



liquid waste in the area of the feedlot rather than the-study 
of waste movement into surface streams. It is interesting 
to note that government researchers state that most feed--_ 
lot operations are situated in such a way that the drainage 
does not'cause pollution (Jensen. 1972, p. 1}, a fact borne 
out in the-search for feedlots for this study.

I 

1.4 .Development and Distribution of .»- ‘-.;;;.:a~ 
Beef Operations in Ontario 

_ 

' ' 

The present distribution of beef cattle in- ontario has 
developed as the resultzof several factors. The dairy. 

H V 

industry. which became important in the late 1806's;-was
I 

centred in the counties from York to the Ottawa Valley in 
‘order to befnear the populated markets. There was lessw 
interest in beef in this area and therefore the beef cattle 
operatiors developed in counties farther from the centres of." 
population. 

The large quantities of feed required to fatten beef 
cattle made it necessary to locate in the west of the pro- 
vince where conditions were most.suitable for high yield 
grain cdltivation. In the north—west. conditions were less J 

satisfactory for some grain crops, however the area is good 
for growing hay and there is extensive improved pasture; 
Because of the different food requirements of the various 
cattle types, hoth of these regions were popular with 
cattlemen. Steers achieve their best growth potential when 
fed on high protein grain feed and for this reason they came 
to be concentrated in the western counties while beef cows. 

11'
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with a greater dependence upon pasture, came to be concen- 
trated more in the northern counties (McDonald, 1972. p. ?6){ 

There'are few cattle feédlots today that were created 
‘as specialized operations. ‘Almost without exception, beef 
fcedlots in Ontario evolved out of mixed farming operations. 
The greater demand for beef has caused a gradual increase

I 

in prices._ This in turn has caused increases in prices paid 
for feed grains. Thus, crops such as oats,.bar1ey, and; 
winter wheat are bein$ replaced by shelled and fodder corn, 
both for sale and for feeding to the increased number of 
cattle on the farm. or the hundred feedlots visited for 
purposes of this study. few had more than ten beef cattle

I 

prior to 1§60. 
‘ 

'

1 

Maps 1 through 5 have been prepared to illustrate the 
changes in beef cattle numbers for each county in the census 
years from 1951 to 1971. Data on the counties for each year‘ 

. 

are listed in Appendix I. The term ‘total beef cattle’ 
represents the total of steers, beef cows, beef heifers. and 
.all calves. Calves were not diuided into beef and dairy be- 
cause odly a small percentage of the total number are raised 
for dairy purposes. It is difficult, with the importation of 
beef calves from western Canada. to accurately assess how 
many dairy calyes are in each county. The maps show that the 
centre of the beef raising industry over the past twenty 
years has been_1ocated in the west and north-west regions of 
southern Ontario, in the counties of Simcoe, Grey. Bruce. 
Huron. Perth, wellington. and hiddlesex. The numbers of 
beef cattle are much lower in the counties east of Toronto.
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-The totals listed in Appendix I show a considerable 

increase in numbers between 1951 and 1956. _Prior to the. 
rapid increase in cattle numbers, there was a significant 
increase in prices paid for slaughter cattle. The price 
‘in 1950 was $2#.5o per hundredweight and increased to 
$32.60-within a year. This higher price_no doubt caused many 
farmers to invest more money in cattle.. The price fluctua-” 
tions in the.ear1y 1950's might also account for the decrease 
in the number of farms in Ontario. Foiiowing the high of» 
$32.60 paid in 1951, prices dropped to between $19.00 and 
$20.00 for the four-year period 1953 to 1957. ;During the 
-period 1951 to 1961, the number of farms in Ontario decreased 
from.150,0Q0 to 120.060 (Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and 
Food. 1971). Part of this decrease in farm number could 
conceivably have been caused by the bankruptcy of farmers 
who over-invested in cattle and necessary farm modifications_ ‘ 

in the hope that the high 1951 prices uouldzpersist and who 
later lost their investments when the prices dropped. In 
such a situation. there wou1d.1ike1y be an incorporation of 
many small uneconomical operations into fewer large volume 
feediots. In the region used for this study, many feedlot 
operators were renting land for cultivation from neighbours 
who had given up farming. The high cost of feed makes it 
imperative to grow as much corn as possible but the high 
cost of land prevents most owners from purchasing adjacent 
iand to stabilize their expanded operations. Thus, the 
number of cattle kept at any feedlot is not only determined
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by~the cost of feed on the market but also by the availae 
bility of. rental land. 

I 

Map 6 shows the number of farms per county that reported 
cattle on feed during 1971 (Appendix II), ‘As with data for 
cattle numbers, the highest values are located in the west 
and north-west regions of southern Ontario. It was hoped

V that a map of feedlot numbers could be included as the most 
relevant representation of potential feedlot locations. 
However, according to many people with various positions in_ 
the agriculture and cattle business, there are no data kept 
on feedlot numbers. As a last resort, the agricultural 
representatives in each county.were contacted and asked for 
the numbers of feedlots in their counties; In some cases

_ 

unfortunately, the estimates given are in_contradiction to 
published statistics of cattle and farm numbers. Therefore, 
a map of feedlots has not been included and Map 6 is pre—‘ 
sented as an approximation of what is the likely feedlot 
distribution. The number of feedlots would be_considerably 
smaller than the number of farms reporting cattle on feed 
since there is no minimum number of cattle required in the 
latter case.
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NUMBER OFBEEF CATTLE PER COUNTY. 1951 

[3 o_2o_ooo 
' 

so.oo1—3o,oooA 

2o_oo1—4o.ooo ao,oo1—1oo.ooo 

-:o.oo1-co.ooo *
V 

Source : 1951 Census of Canmla. Slmislics Canada.

H ~~ > 100.000



NUMBER OF BEEF CATTLE PER COUNTY. ‘I956 

[:| o-2o,ooo so.oo1-eo.ooo 

2o,oo1—4o.ooo ao.oo1~mo.ooo 

40.001-50,000‘ 

Source : 1956 Census of Canada. Smusrics Canada.
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> 100.000~ 9T
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NUMBER OF BEEF CATTLE PER COUNTY. 1961 

[: o_2o_ooo 
' 

so.oox—ao.ooo 

2o.oo1—4o.ooo so,oox-1oo.ooo 

4o,oo1—6o.ooo‘ > 100.000 ~ ~~ 
Source .' 1967 Census of C.'m.*uI.=:, Smrislics Canada. 
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NUMBER OF BEEF CATTLE PER ‘COUNTY, 1966 

[:7 o-2o,,ooo 

20,001-40.000

~ 
60,001—80.000 

80.001—-100.000 *~ 40.001-so.oo6 > 1uo.ooo~ 
Source : 1966 Census of Canmlm, S1‘.-msucs C.'Ma(Ia_
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NUMBER OF BEEF» CATTLE PER COUNTY. 1971 

E3 o—2o,ooo 
‘ ‘V 

= so.oox—ao,ooo ‘ 

20,001-4o,ooo so-.001-100,000 

> xoo.ooo ~ ~~ 
40,001-50,900‘ 

Source :- 1971 Census of Ctazzuc/u, $':.'m-stics Canada. 
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3- NUMBER or FARMS REPORTING CATTLE ow FEED§1971 
..... . . 

I: < zoo 301-1000 

:;..uv—40o0 
" ' 1.0o1—1.200' N

V 

401-500 1.201—1»,40o
O 

. 501-eoo 
‘ > 1.400~ 

.\'ourcr.- : Census of C‘.-mmln. Sumsmss Can.-ula
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aessaacn DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

l.l ‘Purpose 

‘The,pr1mary purpose of the study is to determine 
whether or not runoff of livestock wastes from cattle feed- 
lots in southern Ontario affects the water quality of nearby: 
streams. The research project was designed nith the inten-_ 
tfon of answering the following-questions: 

I 

1. What is the effect or haste runoff in terms of the ’ 

observable fluctuations in water quality characs 
teristics at the point of waste entry? 

2. What changes in water quality characteristics occur 
downstream from the point of waste entry? 

3. what seasonal changes in concentration occur during 
spring and summer? 

4. what site factors seem to facilitate or inhibit run-lV 
.; off of the various waste components? 

The present study is intended as a pilot study which may 
later be expanded to a wider area. The information collected 
here'wi1l be useful in indicating the degree of water quality 
variations associated with feedlot runoff, identifying 
problems associated with the attitudes of individuals and 
organizations that must be dealt with, and the field condi- 
tions relating to problems in sample collection and analysis. 
It is also hoped.that this study will serve to identify those 

' 

-21
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problems of greatest concern which require further. more 
detailed analysis. 

. 

V

V 

,A review of published literature on.livestock-waste 
runoff reveals that little work has been done outside of the 
immediate area of the feedlot. There is a striking lack of 
monitoring of stream quality. _As a result, the methodology 
used in this project was developed without reference to other 
studies and according to the situations anticipated_without 
benefit of any background information.—V 

H

' 

The feedlots selected for -the study are located in 
counties in the western Lake Ontario region. In order to‘ 
discover the effects each feedlot had on the water quality of 
the adjacent stream four sampling stations were selected to 
show the condition of water upstream from the feedlot; at 

_ the nearest point downstream from the point of waste entry. 
and at locations one—quarter and.one—hflE mile downstream from 
the feedlot. The monitoring of stream quality was to be 
carried out periodically according to a schedule during both" 
spring (March through May) and summer (June through July). 
water simples mere analyzed for concentrations of ortho- 
phosphate (P). nitrite-nitrate nitrogen'(N), ammonia (N).: 
BOD5. and volatile residue. In addition, bacterial analysis 

. was carried out periodically on samples from each stream. 
The following sections of this chapter describe the criteria‘ 
used in the final selection of feedlots and the methods of 
analysis which were thought would.best provide answers to the 
questions set forth at the beginning of this chapter.
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2.2 Selection of Feedlots for Spring Runoff Analysis 

Twenty feedlots were selected for use in the spring 
runoff section of the study.7 Since only one individual was 
involved in the collection of samples and freouent sampling_ 
was desired, the distribution of feedlots Was'restricted to 
an area of approximately a sixty mile radius from Toronto. 
Because a random sample of feedlots would not be realistic. 

I 

with such a small sample number, a certain degree of 
standardization was used to obtain a more meaningful repre-; 
sentation.b The selection of feedlots was made after consid- 
eration of many variables which could affect the amount of 
runoff reaching a nearby stream.‘ These variables can be- 
catagorized«under three headings: physical geographic,t 
construction characteristics, and operational practices. 
The physical geographic variables considered were distance 
from feedlot to stream, the ground cover-betueen feedlot and 
stream, the topographic slope from feedlot tostream,_the soil 
characteristics, and the stream discharge. ‘The construction‘ 
characteristics considered were the type of feedlot floori‘v 
the extent of roof covering, the presence of holding ponds 
or other waste disposal facilities, and~the presence of 
drainage tile in the vicinity of the feedlot. The operational 
practices considered were the number of cattle per unit area; 
the use of straw bedding; the frequency of manure removal; 
the amount. location. and season of manure spreading:»and. 
the operator's attitude toward runoff and agricultural 
pollution in general. 

of these three groups of variables considered. the
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physical factors were thought to be most important in the 
selection of study feedlots, particularly in light of the 
view of researchers in the Ministry_of the Environment that 
most feedlots are situated in such a Way as to minimize 
stream contamination. It would be difficult to assess the 
effect of each physical factor in isolation from-the others, 
since they are interrelated. However. it is clear that other 
factors being equal. the greater the distance from the stream,’ 

_the less likelihood there will be of waste runoff to the 
stream.~ Infiltration; evaporation, and chemical change 

hwould bring about a decrease in both the amount and_concen§ 
tration of waste runoff. Ground cover between feedlot and-’ 
stream also affects runoff. A continuous vegetative cover 
is usually to be associated with higher infiltration rates 
and limited runoff to streams. The topographic slope frond 
the feedlot to the stream also plays an important role in:. 

‘ 

determining the rate of runoff and the amount of infiltration. 
In this regard also. soil characteristics are a major con- 
sideration, particularly with respect to infiltration rates, 
According to the United States Bureau of Soils. the approxi- 
mate permeability inxgallons per day per square foot of soil 
for sand is over 10 while that for clay is 10”“ (Linsley and 
Franzini. 196b, p. 63b). stream discharge must also rank as 
a factor of importance since the volume of_flow will determine 
the amount of dilution of the waste runoff that takes place. 

’ ‘construction variables have been analyzed by various 
groups in the province and the major considerations are the



, 
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‘type of flooring in the feedlot yard and the extent of. 
25 

‘roofing over the yard. Flooring is either bare soil or 
concrete with the latter coming into universal acceptances 
throughout the province. concrete floors do cause liquids 
to flow out of the yard if they are excessive; however. the 
highly concentrated waste is prevented from infiltrating to. 
and_contaminating groundwater supplies; Also; concrete '

I 

flooring allows for easier waste removal from thegyard, The" 
degree of roofing is important in that the greater the cover; 
1.ng.‘ the 133., rainfland snow will fall in the yard and 
natural runoff will be less. Few of the farms visited had 
staken measures such as the building of holding ponds to*pre-. 
‘vent the immediate runoff of wastes. However, since_a great 
deal of discussion has been generated over the-value of a 
holding pond as a treatment facility in the reduction of~ 
certain contaminants. one of the few sites with a holding 
pond was included in the study group.‘ A_factor'nh1ch clearly 
«has a potential effect on water quality is the presence of 
field drainage tile in the area between the feedlot and the 

5 I . - 

. . stream. These drainage lines not only carry excess moisture 
from the fie1d_but also all ofthe contaminants present in 
such water. The tiles overcome the effects of physicalg 
factors in preventing runoff from reaching the stream; 

Jhoperational factors are the most difficult to discuss 
in terms of their effects on runoff since they may change 
from day to day. The number of cattle kept-in the feedlot is. 
clearly of-importance since it determines the amount ofa
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waste produced. The use of straw bedding is important in ~ 

that the stran absorbs the liquid waste and allows for much 
easier handling of the waste. However. the amount of straw 
applied is highly variable from one feedlot to another and 
it is frequently in short supply. The removal of manure from 

E> 

the yard is also a highly variable factor. ‘Few owners follow ‘ 

la precise schedule of yard cleaning. preferring to wait 
instead until the manure reaches a certain depth. Often 
rainfall makefi the manure unmanageable and it is left in the}. 

yard until it partially dries. ,Disposal of the manure is A‘. 

accomplished either by piling it in the immediate area of_the 
feedlot until it can be applied as fertilizer to the fields, 
or by taking it directlfi to the fields and spreading regard- 
less of the time of year. 4Since large volumes of waste are 
involved. the latter method of disposal is usually used. 

The attitude of the owner toward water pollution and 
the possible runoff of waste from his own feedlot is often a. 
difficult thing to ascertain. The owner's statements may be 
influenced by the researcher or complaints of neighbours or 
a host of other reasons. However, the general appearance of 
the farm_and feedlot as well as his activities viewed over a 
period of time allow one to Judge with some accuracy whether 
or not the other is concerned with operating in a safe 
manner with regard to pollution. 

' ‘It was found that in the region used for the study 
there was-considerable uniformity with regard to several of 
the variables and therefore they could be assumed to be



2? 
constant. Since all of the feedlots had evolved out of 
mixed farming operations, there were no extreme differences 
found in soil type, Most soils were either clay loam or 
silty clay loans with similar permeabilities (10°2 gpd/ft.2) 
(Linsley and Franzin1,.1969, p. 634). As for construction'A 
type. no feedlots were found that had roofs covering the 
feedlot yard. In almost all cases, the feedlots were made 
up of an open-front barn and adjoining yard with concrete. 
‘flooring throughout,‘ The operational features or manage- 7 

ment of all feedlots was quite,similar with the use of
A 

straw bedding to absorb waste moisture whenever the gtraw 
was available, manure removal once or twice a neek.and the 
dspreading of manure whenever_ground conditions and crops 

.—- 
_ a1lowed., 

Tho factors used in the_selection of sample feedlots 
were primarily physicalasdistance, ground cover, and slope. 
Also, examples of holding ponds and drainage tile were in-V 
cluded in the sample group. 'Two operational variables were 
used: }number of cattle (although an average herd size 
of 200 head.was sought) and the feedlot owner's attitude 
toward maintenance of his operation and his attitude toward 
potential water pollution. In standardizing those features 
which were quite common in the study region, it was hoped. 
that the factors considered as variables would prove more 
manageable for purposes of analysis leading to a rational 
assessment of the effect of each. 

In order to obtain a.basis for the selection of sample
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feedlots, the researcher visited over 100 feedlot opera» 
tions in the counties of York. Peel, Simcoe, Dufferin, 
Wellington, wentworth, Brant. and Haldimand during February, 
The feedlot locations were obtained from three sources:' the ' 

Ontario Beef Improvement Association. Ontario Department of
I 

Agriculture County Representatives. and feedlot operators 
themselves;p 

_

A 

‘Considerable difficulty was encountered in the initial 
survey of feedlots that was used as the basis for the final 
selection of feedlots. ‘Conversations with various people 
within the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food indie 
cated that there is a_great reluctance to divulge informa. 
tion. even iacts of the most harmless nature which are’ 
available from Statistics Canada. According to some peoplete 
who were willing to discuss the situation. secrecy has long 
been characteristic of the Department although a rationale 
for such secrecy was never'offered, Asha result of

‘ 

reluctance of many people to give more than a bare minimum 
of the.information requested, there was always a certain 
_amount of suspicion that data directly related to the topic 
was on hand but would not be supplied unless specifically 
asked for. ‘At the county level. officials in the six- 
counties ultimately used in the study (Peel. South Simcoe, 
Dufferin} wellington, Brant.-and Wentworth) were extremely 
Vhelpful in providing the names and locations of farmers and 
discussing the beef production situation in their areas. 
‘Agricultural representatives in the two other counties of
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Halton and Haldimand refused to coaoperate in any way 
saying that-should they divulge the pames_of farmers. they- 
would be betraying the confidence of those farmers. After A0 

discussing_the major features of each feedlot with the 
agricultural representative of that county. the feedlots g 

0 

were located on 1:50.000 scale topographic maps in order to 
get a general impression of the drainage characteristics of 7 

each. This enabled the researcher to quickly eliminate sons 
of the feedlots listed by the agricultural representatives= 
as being of little importance to the purpose of this study._ 
The farmers visited were at first reluctant to take part in 
any water quality study until they were convinced that it 
was a university rather than a government study and that 
their farms would not be identified. At only two of the more 
than 100 farms visited did the owners say that they would 
rather not take part in the study. once the purpose of the 
study was nade clear, the feedlot operators were quite 
agreeable to answering questions of farm history, and the 
functifning of their feedlots. 

I

’ 

while there are many feedlots in the counties used, and 
itvwas hoped thatltwentylsuitableloperations would be 

u I 

located. only seventeen were ultimately selected. or this 
sample number, it was later found that one feedlot had no 
measureable runoff due to the topography of the area and 
the stream at another feedlot was eliminated by the filling’ 
of a new conservation reservoir during the early stage of 
the project} Thus while the results from seventeen feedlots

r\
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will be discussed. there were only fifteen operations from
p 

which samples were repeatedly coliected. Site data for_; 
each of the feediots selected is contained in Table 1 and 
the general iocations of the operations are presented in 
‘Map 7-. 

2.3g Selection of Feedlots for Summer Runoff Analysis. -

. 

' In addition to the study of water quality variations 
associated with runoff from feedlots during the spring 
‘season. a smailer sample of feedlots was selected as a basis 
for the study of runoff.associated with summer rainfall, 
The purpose of analyzing water quality in streams after 
summer rainstorms was to assess the effectiveness of rain in 
removing feedlot wastes. During dry periods the accumulated 
tastes often have very iow moisture content and are in a 
powdered form resulting from the continual trampling by the ’ 

catt1e.e They are therefore more likely to be taken into
' 

suspension by runoff. 
. 

. 

' 

%_ 
g~ '- 4. ‘ 

_

f 

inunoff during summer is affected by various soi1'and" 
vegetative conditions not present during spring, _These 
-conditions are dynamic and determine to a large extent the 
volume of runoff that will occur on any given occasion. 

b _ 

For exampie, moisture content of each soil type is determined 
by antecedent conditions of precipitation and evaporation.‘ 
The rate at which runoff‘wi11 infiltrate the soil is also 
dependent upon the rate at which water is-aPD1ied to the 
soil surface. During an intense summer storm, time is not 
sufficient for the usually slow process of infiltration to



Table 1 

INFORMAEEON ON SELECTED EEEDLOTS FOR SPRING 1973 . 

Feedlot Number Distance 
. 

-

_ Feedlot Area 
. 

of ' to Stream Feedlot tnrainage S011 S011 Numfier (yds.“) Cattle (yds.) Slope Floor‘ Tile ,Drainage Type 

1 990 70 at 4° Soil ' Good silty 
clay 

2 lolbo 1&0 A100 15° Concrete Good loem 
3 2.010 - 280 200 20' econcrete vPoor -silt loam 
l+ 19.210 150 am 20’ Concrete ' 

Imperfect silt loem 
5 1.30°0 170 140 ~ 3’ conerete 

. Good silty- ~" 
, 

' 

clay loam 
o 1.530 3oo zoo .50’ Ceonlcrete . Imperfect clay loam‘ 

$940 90 90 37-30’ Concrete .Present Good " clay loam 
2.2hO 220 290 4' éoil-+ Present _Good eclay loam Concrete - ‘, »

- 

9 1,168 .150 .120 40' Coficrete Present E‘Imperfect 
_ 
clay loam 

10 1.555 80 O_ 'h° Soil Pfesent‘ _Good clay loam
IC
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';Tab1e 1--Continued 

---o 

Feedlfit Number- ‘Distance 
* §e_ed1ot jAre§v 

‘ 

of 
_ 

‘to Stream Feedlot ~ Dr-a1nage S911 
f 

Soil _umber 4-(yds. ) Cattle (yd§.) Slope Floor T11e Dra1nage Type». 

11 2.800. 
& 

3oo 
' 

120 1 
'~ 3‘ Concrete‘ Present 

_ 

Gbod 
/ 

loam. 
12 

' 

1.320 
V 

170* ' 

5 ‘ 30'‘ Concrete Good 1 

_ 

loam 
13 2,120 350 260 4520' Concrete Present Good 

I 

sandy loam 
14.A . 1.667 ’ 350 ‘ ’ 100 18’ Concrete 

’ 

. Good 
I 

complex 
15‘ 1.880 160 

A 

‘ 

160 3° Conc1'ete"Present'. Iinperfect loam 
16 1,089 180 

“ 
30 

' " 

30’ concrete» Present 1 Good 
‘ 

silt loam 
17 19595 150 " so 16' Soil 

, Good 1 

V 

3111: loam.

Z5
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take effect and a major part of the rainwater flows away 
over the wet ground as surface runoff. Heavy rains. further- 
-more. compact the soil and reduce its surface-openings and 
prolonged rains cause soils to swell, reducing pore spaces, 
on the other.hand, vegetation usually reduces the surface 
impact of the rain, creates additiona1_pore_space in the 
soil, and absorbs a certain amount of the runoff dependent 
upon previous moisture conditions. Vegetation may also 
absorb some of the nutrients contained in the runoff. 
Obviously. the effects are greatest during the growing 
season and vary according to the type of vegetation present. 

‘Each of these variables could be analyzed in detail as they 
relate to waste runoff. The purpose here, however, is to - 

find how the combination of all factors present during 
summer affect the transport of waste products from fecdlots 
to the streams, 

Feedlots chosen for this stage of the study here 
selected from the group of seventeen feedlcts used for the» 
spring'runoff study. In addition to the characteristics 
considered during the initial selection, it is necessary to 
take into account changes in site conditions at each farm. ~ 

changes in the operation of each farm. and also the results 
of the analysis of spring runoff at each site. 

The major site consideration that was taken into 
account was the stream discharge existing in early lune. of 
lesser importance was the distance from feedlot to stream. 
While no accurate assessment can be made as to the effect of



a sudden heavy or prolonged rainfall on stream discharse 
due to the moisture holding characteristics of the basin. 
it is reasonable to assume that a stream that has some dry 
by late May will only flow after a rain of unusually long‘ 
duration.. with this in mind. the distance between the 
feedlot and the stream assumes a greater importance during 
summer months because extended dry periods prior to any 
rainfall increase the moisture holding capacity of the soilen 

thus reducing the possibility of feedlot liquids reaching 
the stream, The absence of any stream flow is relevant in » 

itself of course. however the analysis of stream samples- 
where waste contributions do occur is4the purpose of the 
study and it was expected would yield more information than 
any study of sites where conditions prevent_such waste 
transfer. 

_ ‘ 

other factors that must be‘taken into account involve 
the operation of each feedlot during the summer months.- on 
the basis of discussions with county agricultural represen- 
tatives; it was found that.the normal cycle of cattle 
breeding and fattening is such that most animals are born in 
the spring and reach maturity after two and one-half years; 
Thus cattle are removed from the feedlots for slaughter in 
early summer with some farmers emptying their lots completely 
by late Afisust and refilling them with yearlings in late 
September. For this reason, several feedlots of interest 
were not included in the summer study and those that were 
used had fewer cattle than earlier in the year.
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Results of the spring runoff study were.used as in 

indication er which feedlots were likely to have runerr dure 
ing the summer that would affect the quality of the receiving‘ 

streams. In consideration of the few occasions upon which 
samples would be collected from each site during the summer, 
it would be more advantageous to use feedlots that had in‘ 
the past shown at least a minimal effect upon water quality 
rather than to expect a radically new situation to occur. 
with these considerations in mind, the feedlotséselected 
for the summer study were numbers i.h2. 6, 11, and 15, each 
of which is quite different in site characteristics from the 
rest. The general site characteristics have been summarized 
previously in Table l.

’ 

Feedlot 1 had the fewest cattle of the group selected‘ 
(60), however. it is located directly adjacent to the stream." 
The lot has a dirt floor in contrast to the rest of the 
feedlots and little cleaning of the yard is done. Much of 
the waste flows directly to the lower edge of the lot andk

I 

into the stream.l The operation is an example of minimal care 
and in;dequate-facilities. 

’ 

Feedlot 2, with 100 head of cattle, is situated on the 
crest of a hill and while the spring study showed little 
effect upon water quality. the potential for such runoff. 
seems clear. The stream involved has a small marshy area 
above and below the feedlot and the area between the feedlot 

, and the stream is grass covered. 
Feedlot 6 has holding ponds above and below the lot



_ 
the group. Analysis of early samples indicate waste does

~ 

_ 
downstream transport of the waste runoff, four sampling 

which_consistently gave higher readings than the,downstreamv ; 

stations. The stream had no flow by May 2n but the drainage V 

area is considerably largerfor this stream than for most
' 

others which could result in a resumption of flow during 
heavy rains. The area between the feedlot and holding pond 
is grass covered. One of the major reasons for selecting

V 

ithis feedlot was the number of cattle involved-—approximate1y 
200 which was greater than the summer average for the total 
feedlot group, 

. Feedlot 11. with 250 head of cattle, was the largest of 
l .» 

run into the stream during spring runoff; The feedlot is 
well maintained and a corn field occupies the area»hetweenV h_' 

lot and stream. " I. V 

I ’ 

Feedlot 15 contained 100 head of cattle and corn field 
separates the lot from the stream. There was some correlasi - 

tion between the feedlot location and waste values in the_
V 

stream during spring with high values above the lot as well. 
Tile dfainage appears to facilitate the movement of waste 
toward the stream. 

2.h Data Collection and Methods of Analysis 
In an attempt to isolate water quality variations 

associated with feedlot runoff, as well as the effect of 

stations were located along the stream associated with each 
feedlot. The first sampling station in each case was 
located at a point far enough upstream from the feedlot to
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avoid the effects or any waste runoff but as close as’ 
possible to it in order that runoff from sources between 
Station ane and the feedlot were avoided. In most cases, 
the distance.was approximately one hundred feet but in 
several cases was as great as oneaquarter mile. The reasons, 

(chapter III)} The second sampling station was located 
‘within one hundred feet downstream of the point at which .' 

the drainage from the feedlot area entered the stream and 
was the station at which maximum values for each of the 
measured properties were anticipated. Station Three and 
Four.were located one—quarter and one-half mile downstream 
from the point of waste entry from the feedlot. These

’ 

stations were used to measure the effects of downstream 
movement of the feedlot drainage.

A 
I 

During the period from February to June, the stations 
at each feedlot were to be monitored at.two week intervals. 
The seventeen feedlots were arranged in groups of 5, 5. 
and 7 according to geographic region and each group was 

1 -
. 

covered in the space of one day and involved between 80 
and 200 miles-of travel. It was then necessary to return 
the samples as quickly as possible to both York University 
and Ontario Department of the Environment laboratories for 
analysis. 

for such variation is explained in the analysis of results?
_ 

’ 

Collection of samples during the summer for the analysis. 
of the effects of rainfall was to begin at the five selected 

I 

feedlots in early, June and continue until early August. The
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stream monitoring locations used during the spring were 
again used during summero Standard rain gauges were set 
at each of the five feedlots and an attempt was made to 
preach each feedlot as soonias possible after the beginning as 
of rainfall in that area. Samples were to be collected 
before runoff began or, in the case of a dry stream, as soon- 
as streamflow commenced, and again several times as stream 
discharge increased and later decreased.’ Discharge was 

"measured with each sample collection. 
"Analysis of~water samples consisted of measurements 

for orthophosphate nitrite-nitrate nitrogen, ammonia n1trogen;i 
five-day biochemical oxygen demand. volatile residues. ande_ 
_in some cases, total and fecal coliforms. Each of these 
properties is a characteristic of livestock waste and has 
the potential for serious impact on water quality (Black. 
steal” N.n._. p. 16).

_ 

e Determination of phosphorus concentration in water 
samples.has become an integral part of almost all water 
quality studies today. Researchers have come to appreciate 
the significance of phosphorus as a vital factor in bio- 
logical processes. Phosphorus determinations are emtremely 
important in assessing the potential biological productivity 
of surface Raters,‘and in many areas limits have been 
established on the amounts of phosphorus that may be dis- 

‘charged to receiving water bodies (Sawyer. 1960, p. 330). 
Phosphorus_is present on farms in'1iquid?fiastes and in 
fertilizers.’ High proportions of phosphorus in fertilizer



_nitrates (NO 

#0 
applied to fields are rapidly fixed to inorganic soil 
particles and do not readily enter solution. This phosphorus 
is discharged into streams as the result of erosion and" 
studies indicate that it will enter solution when soluble 
concentrations are less than 16 mg./1; However,_a1l phos-- 
phorus is subject to biological assimilation which may 
result in the growth of algae (Keup. 1968; p. 377); 

Nitrogen is an important factor in water quality 
studies because it too is of great significance to thee 
potential productivity or biological systems. Another 
reason for the interest in testing nitrogen concentrations 'i‘ 

stems from the fact that high nitrogen content has been; 
.found to be responsible for the deaths of animals and in.. 
fants through a_condition called methemoglobinemia. The 
study of nitrogen in water is complex because of the several. 
valence states that it can assume and the fact that changes‘ 
in valence can be brought about by living organisms. For 
purposes of this study, two forms of nitrogen were monitored-;' 
ammonia (NH;) and the combination of nitrites (N05) and . 

I
.

3 
assimilated protein matter in livestock waste, The ammonia 

). Ammonia is produced by bacteria from un¢ 

may be used by plants directly to produce plant protein, it
I 

may be volatized, or it may be transformed again by bacteria’ 
to form nitrites. These in.turn are oxidized to form 
nitrates (Sawyer, 1960, p. 291),

. 

I 

The biochemcial orygen demand (BOD) of water is a 
measure of the amount of oxygen required by bacteria while



I 
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=stabi1izing decomposable organic matter under aerobic.condi; 
tions. BOD analysis is widely used to determine the pollu- 
tional strength of waste water in terms of the oxygen that f. 

the water will require if discharged into a natural water-1 
course in which aerobic conditions exist.. FThe test is one . 

of the most important in stream pollution control activities"_y 
(Sawyer. 1960, p.270). BOD testing is of prime importance "-‘l 

in regulatory work and in studies designed to evaluate the 
purification capacity of receiving bodies of water. Since 
a f1ve-day incubation period is usual with BOD analysis, the

u 

measure is usually expressed in the form BOD5. The method 
of analysis used was that described in Standard Methods, 
(1969. p. #15).

‘ 

Since there is a considerable amount of organic matter 
present in livestock waste runoff, measurement of the 
organic matter present in streams is a logical property to 
use in order to determine if there is waste input into the 
water from the feedlot. In this study, values for volatile. 
residue are expressed as per cent of the total residue in 
the sample in order to avoid errors caused by collection of 
samples with little total residue and thus little absolute

I 

volatile residue. The method of analysis used was that 
described in‘ Standard Methods (1969, p. #23).

. 

Bacterial analysis of samples from each feedlot yes 
carried out periodically at the 1aboratory.of the.Ministry 
of the Environment. In each case, the sample was taken from 
‘Station Twos-that closest to the point of waste entry and"



#2 
yalues for both total and fecal coliforms were obtained; 

fecal coliforms originate only in waste, their pre-_ "H 

sence is a positive indicator of some kind of animal waste 
in a sample.l

V 

I 

In discussions with laboratory officials at the Canada ’ 

Centre for Inland waters. it was agreed that analysis of 
'.phosphorus. ammonia. and nitrite-nitrate nitrogen should be ' 

carried-out as quickly as possible after the samples had 
been taken in order to avoid changes in property concentra-~ 

Q 

tions over time; For this reason, the use of Hach field 
analysis kits-was approved. The kits used were models 
PO-19A which measures orthophosphate as P; NI-8 which 
measures ammonia as N; and NI-1O which measures the total 
nitrite and_nitrate level as N. -All of the kits are colori- 
meter type._ Accuracy of results for phosphorus and nitrogen‘ 
was to be periodically checked by taking some of the stream 
samples to the C.c.I.w. laboratory for analysis using a 
Technicon antoanalyzenu _Severa1_tests were made to check 
30135 results also. 

I by 

y
e 

2.5 ‘Problems Associated with Field Conditions 
and Sample Analysis 

_

' 

"The difficulty encountered in obtaining a sample number 
of twenty feedlots has been pointed out earlier. or the 
more than one hundred feedlots examined during February. only - 

a small number were situated in close proximity to a surface 
-stream and some of these were discarded on the basis of other 
criteria. Asia result. the study was carried out using a
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total of seventeen feedlots during the spring period.- 

' »Locating four sampling stations along each stream-was 
in some cases not possible due to the presence-of other 
drainage channels Joining with the study stream or the 
presence of marshes or large flooded areas at some point 
the length or’ stream that was to be studied. 

Temperature and precipitation were responsible for two
' 

serious occurrences during the period of the study; iTable 2b 
shows the mean monthly temperature and total monthly pres‘ 
icipitation at four stations of the Atmospheric Environment. 
Service. -Temperatures recorded for the month of March, 1973 
are considerably higher than the 3o-year average at each 
1ocation."These temperatures are the result of several very 
warm periods that occurred early in the mcnth;“_During those 
periods,runoff occurred, thus reducing the amount of water 
held in storage that would normally be released during a 
period of several weeks late in the month. _As a result, the 

_waste liquids carried in the runoff were_removed over a 
longer period of time and likely in reduced concentration. 

The taple does not portray the dry July weather as 
clearly as it does march temperatures: however, the Bradford;'. 
Springdale and Orangeville stations do indicate the lack of 
,rainfall that occurred.within the study region. This problem 
of dry weather at a time when the analysis of storm runoff 
was the goal is discussed in the next chapter. 

_Several problems developed with regard to the analysis 
of samples-—the major one being discrepancies between values



TEMPERATURE AND PRECI?ITATION DATA 

Table 2 

FOR SELECTED STATIONS IN THE STUDY REGION
. 

.Bradford-Spr1ngda1é. 

Temperature 
Mean (inches) Precipitation 

Mean (inches) 

’ August 

1968-1972 .1923 ‘ 1968-1972 ~ 1973 

January’ 23.0 23.8 1.82 1.25 February 27.6 16.1 1.75 1.41 March 34.8 37.8 1.99 2.6# April 52.2 44.2 2.27 2.80 may 62.0‘ 52.6 . 2.20 ,1 2.53 June 7 .2 66.5 2.61 1.60 ‘Jul 
2 79.2 68.9 2.9u. - 0.34 - August 78.2 69.5 3.29 

_ 

3.83
4 

ufiamilton Airport 

‘I 
Precipitation Mean (inches) Mean (inches) ’ 

19#1-19?0 1973 1941-1970 1973 

. January 
A 

21.3 25.0 
' 

2.67 1,#82 February 22.6 19.0 2.09 1 2.53 March ' 31.3 38.0 2.21 5.22 fiprilj §fi.g §g.o 3.21 2.66 8 I 

" 
0 .0 0 . Juge 6#.6 67.0 2.33 2,23 Ju1y.. 69.0 70.0 2.83 2.89 67.6 68.3 2.80 0.33



Téble zgecontinued 

’TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION DATA 
FOR SELECTED STATIONS IN THE srupx REGION 

Orangeville 

Temperature 
Mean (inches) 

19#1-1970 1973 
i Mean (inches) 
Precipitation 

AA 

19l+1._197o ;1973 

21.# Jenuary - 2.ou i1.7h 
February» 18.5 15.0 2.00" 1;69 

. ’25o7 6:0 2025 

J L 6136 6319 23 ‘ 3307 
n :33’? o 65.7 55.9 2.83 1.81 

‘ 
6892 300 - 

Toronto InternationeI_Airport 

I - 

Tenperature ‘Precipitation’ 
Mean (inches) Mean (inches) . 1941;1970 1973 1941-1970: 1973 

' 

January 20.6 2#.O 
‘ 

2.i9V 1.25‘ 
c ‘ 

o o o 3
' 

§Z3’}§“" 23‘? 3'3 %"32 i’ 3 
'32-: :2“: 2-32 3-3 

June“ 6167 6530 21¢: . 2267 t 

July 69.3 69.0 2.95 . 2.u6
’ August

_ 

Souroe:' Atmospheric Environment Sert1oe-- Department of the Environment 

‘#5
j.
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recorded for phosphorus in the field and those recorded ind 
the laboratory; Stream samples were taken to the C,C.I.W. 
‘laboratory on two occasions during the spring. On both" 
ocoasions,cthe values recorded using the Hach kit in the ‘ 

field were much greater than those recorded in the laboraec 
.tory using an autoanalyzergi The discrepancies did not occurg 
in samples checked during the month of June nor-were dis- 
lcrepancies ever recorded when measuring prepared samples of 
unknown concentration. Several explanations for the. 

’ 

differences were suggested, such as the time elapsed between 
t field and laboratory testing (approximately three hours); 
temperature differences between field and laboratory, and: 
interference in the sample which caused false colorimeter 
readings. However, the problem could not be_resolved by. 
the researcher and laboratory personnel at C.C;I.W. The 
Hach company, replying to a request for their opinion, 
suggested that the autoanalyzer was registering either a 
sample colour or turbidity or both_that-do not'registerl 
when making visual colour comparisons using the kit. 

Sance the differences could not be accounted for. it‘ 

is necessary to point out the possible inaccuracy of 
phosphorus concentrations recorded during March and April

, 

which are listed in the following tables. 
Vaiues_recorded using the Hash kit for nitrite—nitrate 

: 

nitrogen were consistently in agreement with the auto-‘ 
‘analyzer-results at all times throughout the study. 

Analysis of ammonia nitrogen using a Hach kit was not
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entirely satisfactory since the maximum concentration that‘ 
can be measured using the kit is only 3 ppm. "In the tables 
of results following. it can be seen that in several in-f 
stances, the ammonia concentration was in excess of this 
level. 

In some.instances in the following chapter,.BOD5.[A 
concentrations are described as being in excess of a stated; 

' figure. This results from a problem characteristic of Bob 
.analysis. The concentration of SOD in each sample must.ber 
estimated and a suitable dilution factor used in order that 
Vthe analysis will be in the proper range. with each increase :‘ 

in dilution however, there is a resulting decrease in accuracy . 

so that a minimum amount of dilution is preferred. Analysis 
of several samples using different dilution factors would 
.eliminate this problem but the collection and.transport of 
these additional samples becomes difficult if many sampling 

are being used as was the case in this study. 
Bacterial analysis is a useful tool in nater quality" 

lstudies. ‘Unfortunately, the number of laboratories that do 
such analysis are few; Asda result, it was only throuah 
generosity of personnel in the Ministry of the Environment‘ 
that the writer was able to submit a certain number of 
samples for analysis. It is for this reason that measure- 
ments of bacteria are recorded on such a limited basis.



CHAPTER III 

ANALYSIS OF WATER QUALITY DATA 

3,1 Introduction V’ 
_

_ 

‘The purpose of this chapter is to describe the changes 
in-water quality that took place at each site as the result 
of livestock waste runoff. The chapter is divided_into two 
parts: the first to show the changes in water quality that

_ 

took place during the period March through hay as the resultie 
of spring runoff; the second is to show the water quality 
changes that occurred as the result of storm runoff during 

A 

.;A
_ 

June and July.‘ The first section is made up of the results 
of analysis for spring and is preceded by a description of. 
how the monitoring was carried out and what significance 
levels of the various water properties haye.; For each case 
presented, the reasons_that the feedlot was thought to be 
a source of runoff are mentioned in addition to relevant 
facts not described in Table 1. The results of analysis‘ 
for each of the water quality properties is then covered 
and an.assessment is given of the effects that the feedlot 
in question has upon the water quality of the study stream. 
The data itself is listed in table form fo11owing_theT 

. 

discussion. 

At the end of the section. a summary of the findings 
‘ from all of the feedlot streams as a group is.presented 
in order to describe trends that occur through the tables

5

U8
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‘of data and to describe what factors could be found to 
account for the changes in water quality. 

The same format is used in the section following which. » 

deals with changes in water quality that result from runoff 
caused by summer rain. However, the main point of interest 
in each case is the amount and duration of rainfall that 
occurred. Cases are listed in order of the dates on which__ 
the rainfall and runoff occurred. 

3.2 water Quality Variation During Spring Runoff 
As indicated earlier there is a great deal of similarity: 

: 

between feedlots with respect to phjsical; constructiona1,.'. 
"and operational characteristics. For this reason, only 
those factors which are unique to the feedlot in question 
or which exert an obvious influence on runoff have been 
mentioned in the discussion of runoff and stream water 
quality. "For a more complete description of each feedlot 
the reader should refer to Table 1. 

. 
l

‘ 

Along with a description of the feedlot site or some of 
its characteristics_is an explanation of why sites of sample

V 

collection (stations) sometimes deriated from the intended 
locations. As stated. there were to be four sampling 
stations: one close to but upstream from the feedlot. one 
immediately downstream from the feedlot, and two others

I 

located 0.25 and 0.5 miles downstream from the feedlot. 
Problems such as level topography with questionable runoff 
points. drainage from other streams, and accessibility 
necessitated chanées in some of these locations.

o



In the interpretation of quantitative results,'and
t 

evaluation as to what any particular level of propertyécon- 
centration has on overall stream quality, a large degree of 
subjectivity was necessarily-involved. Many conditions

I 

operative in a feedlot area. such as infiltration and
V 

chemical change, were not measured since they were beyond the 
scope of the study. Thus these effects can only be guessed.’ 
as to what a significant level of contamination is, there 
are few answers since the use to which the water is to be 
put, time of measurement; source of contamination, and other‘ 
factors determine the acceptability of contaminating pro-" 
perties. In these analyses; the criteria set by the Ontario 
Ministry_of the Environment were used when reference was made 
to unacceptable_contamination. The only properties covered 
by the Ministry for water in agriculture and livestock use 
are nitrate plus nitrite (20 mg./1 permissible), total and‘ 
fecal coliforms (1oo,oco and 1oo/1oo‘m1_. permissible). and 
a1gae,(no heavy growth of blueegreen algae). Reference is 
made in the analyses to ‘high’ and ‘low’ concentrations as 
they r;1ate to average values found in the group as a whole. 

.- No analysis of aquatic invertebrae or algae was under- 
taken; however, their presence or absence was noted as.an

A 

additional indicator of water quality. They are of parti- 
cular interest_because they are often the result of sporadic 

"loadings of pollutants whose presence is no longer detectable 
by other means.
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3,2.i_ water Quality at Feedlot 1 

This feedlot was chosen because it is situated directly - 

adjacent to a small stream with liquid and semi-aqueous 
wastes running unimpeded into the stream channel. Between. 
April and August. the large amount of waste flow results in

I 

complete blockage or the stream} A small holding tank 1n, 
stalled last year to prevent runoff from the yard has proved

I 

ineffective but no improvement on the tank is contemp1ated;' 
The owner is presently involved in several business ventures‘ 
including the oberation of another larger feedlot. ae¢au§¢’tr 
of this, little attention is paid to the feedlot. 

Discharge of the stream reached a maximum of 3.2 cubic 
feet per second during the month of March which indicates 
both the small basin area and the short length of the stream 
(approximately threesquarters of a mile), with the fourth 
sampling station located at the Junction of the study stream. 
and.a larger stream which runs throughout the year. Stations 
One is located 75 feet above the feedlot while Station Two‘. 
is 50 feet downstream. Stations Three and Four are a 
further 0.25 and 0.5 miles below the feedlot. 

1 _VBlues for each of the measured characteristics; save 
volatile residue. were higher at this feedlot than at any of 
the other-feedlots considered in the study._ In most cases, 
there was a definite correlation between the location of the 
feedlot (station Two) and the highest contaminant values 
observed along the stream profile. 

3.93
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for ail the sets of observations. increased 
from Station dne to-Station Two and then decreased to Station 
Four.i Since there are no other sources of waste input and. 
there is little sediment present. it may be concluded that 
the measured phosphorus has its origins in the feedlot runoff. 
Values decreased on each sampling date from March to late May. 

a decrease from Station one through Station Four with no 
increase at Station Two. Land use is uniform from above 
Station one to Station Three (non-manured. bare, corn field),

_ 

thus it is unlihely that dissolved nitrogen from fieid run; 
off caused differential effects. Nitrogen levels show no 
uniform or significant decrease from the first to the 1ast- 
sampling date._ The absence of N03 + NOE increase at 
Two is somewhat surprising in light of the increase in 
ammonia (QHK) at that point. Since NH“ breaks down_chemi—~ 
_ca11y into nitrite and nitrate in time, some N05 + NO; in- 
crease might be expected.. “"% 

Ammonia shows a trend similar to that of phosphorus with 
a low value at Station One, a maximum on all dates at Statien 
Two, and decreases to Station Four. There is a general des- 
crease in_NH;'va1ues from March to May. 

QQQS, which may be more indicative of animal waste 
presence than any other me asurement used. shows a maximum on 
each day at Station Two closest to the feedlot. Values then 
decrease through Stations Three and Four. There is also a 
decrease in values from March 20 to May 2h. 

Nitrogen, in the'form of total nitrite and nitrate, shous‘v
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Volatile residue. measured as a percentage of the total 

residue, shows no correlation between maximum values and 
feedlot location although-values are lower downstream from 
both Stations one and Two, 

Bacterial analysis of a sample taken-at Station Two on 
May 2# showed a total coliform level of 2.300/100 ml. and‘

‘ 

fecal coliform level of auo/1oo ml. 
' 

_

p 

I 

_while the stream does not exhibit h1gh nutrient levels”. 
‘downstream from the feedlot, there is extensive development 
of benthal mfiterial. Surface algae is absent during summer,i 

The values’for all properties measured except nitrogen 
clearly indicate that the feedlot is a source of runoff and 
that the rnnoff has an adverse effect upon water quality. 

‘Waste runoff is indicated at Station Two in almost all 
instances and the degree of contamination is greatest on 
March 20..decreasing through the spring to May 2#.
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Tab1e»3 

W A T E R Q U A L I T I D'A T A 

FEEDLOT NUMBER 1 

Streafi Discharge 

March 20 3 2 ft.3/sec} April 5 0.8
. 

' May 
2 0.3 ‘May 2 0.2 June 15 0.0 

- 

Phosphorus (P) (ppm) 

Sample Stations .Date .2 #- 

March 20 -4.? April 5 0,77 May 
2 3 0.3 May '2 25 0512 

Nitrogen (NO‘ (ppm) 

Sample Stations Date 
_ 2 1+ . 

March 20- 2 2,3 April 5 4 'o_o May 3 1 0.1 May V 
24 1 o.o2
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Table 3~-Cont1nued 

W A T E R Q U.A L I T Y D A T A 

FFEDLOT NUMBER 1 

Ammonia (NH;)" ( ppm ). 
' Samplé Stations Date 1 2 3 4

_ 

002 >300 0.Z April‘ 5 0.2 0.9 0a 0.1 May _ 3 0.2 1.0 0.6 0.4 May 24 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 

BODS (ms./1) 

Sample Stations
_ Date 1 2 C3 4 

March 20 0.3 >38.4' 13.5 3.5 April 5 1.0 .>-38.0 14.0 >7.7 May 
2 0.? 27.0 15.0- 4.0 

0.9”’ 21.0. Poo 1'90 

f Vo1ht3;3 Résidue as % of Total Residue 

_ 

' '. 
Sample Stations ~.Date 1 2 3 . 

- # 

March 20 19J23 33.33 15.77 1u.1s April 5 28.32 27.06 23.27 22.52 MB! 3 . 35.0 28.77 29.98 28.#O Haj ,-24 27.5 30.1 28.0 25,9

55
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3.2.2 waterizuality at Feedlot 2 

This farm was selected because_it is situated on the 
crest of a hill, overlooking a small stream;_ Manure is 
piled on the slope below the barn and it was thought that the 
steep gradient (15). combined with the short distance to the 
stream (100 feet). would result in sufficient runoff from the 
stored manure to affect the quality of the stream. 

Station One was located 100 feet above the area of the‘ 
feedlot because the direction of drainage flow was not ob; 
'vious,' Station Two was 50 feet below this area and Station» 
Three was one-quarter mile below Station Two. a fourth 
sampling location was omitted due to the Junction of the. 
study stream with a much larger drainage ditch. Several 
factors could affect or mask runoff values at this feedlot 
location, the major ones being a marsh area above Station 
one, a small spring between Stations one and Two. and 
marsh area above Station Three. 

in 

_ 

The owner of this operation has several sources of in- 
come other than the feedlot: however. the sale of cattle con. 
tributes significantly to overall income. The feedlot appears 
to be operated in an efficient manner with adequate attention 
paid to the comfort of the animals and cleanliness of the yard. T 

Maximum stream discharge at this site.was 5,9 ¢ub1¢ feet 
per second measured on March 20. It was impossible to take 
any measurements at Station Three on this date as the stream 
widened below Station Two and was heavily iced. Discharge 
diminished rapidly through early April and reached zero by
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June 15.

_ 

' 

yPhosphorus values mere variable throughout the spring 
runoff period withpno maximum values ever recorded at Station 
Two. haximum values (5.3 «v1.67 PPB?) were f°ufid in March 
with a decrease through April and May until only trace amounts 
(0.1 ppm.) were observed in late May. There was no obser-’ 
vable cause for the high (2.67 ppm) reading at Station Three 
on April 5. .

, 

V 

\§it£gg§g levels; while being low, show an interesting“ 
increase from Station one through Three on three of the four 
sampling days. The fact that the maximum values do not occur 
at Station Two, suggest that runoff from corn fields which run 
alongside the stream from the feedlot to Station Three may 
have some effect on the level of nitrogen contained in the 
stream. Certainly. the feedlot is not shown to be a signifi- 
cant contributor. At the low levels of concentration found 
(0.1 ; 3.0'ppm}), it is not surprising that a seasonal de—’ 
crease is absent. '

I 

Ammonia values showed no trend in concentration and 
never exceed the level to be expected in uncontaminated waters. 

E925 concentrations were low throughout the spring 
period (0.i»9 1.1 ppm.). Maximum levels were not related to 
the location of. the feedlot and there was only a slight 
decrease in values from March until late Mart 

Volatile residue indicates no runoff from the feedlot. 
On only one day, when no third station value has obtained, 
was there a maximum reading located at Station Two.
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' 

Bacterial analysis of a sample collected at Station 
Two on May 24 showed total coliforms to be 90 per 100 ml._ 
and fecal coliforms to be #6 per 100 ml.‘ 

I

A 

Benthic deposits were not noticeable in this stream 
surface algae was absent. 

The measurements obtained from this stream indicate that 
there is little or no inferior runoff from the feedlot and 
manure pile at this site. while the location of the feedlot 
and the storage of wastes indicate that the potential for 
waste runoff is significant, there are several factors which" 
may prevent any degradation of stream quality. Those factcrs_ 
already mentioned (marsh and spring) are possibly important 
as sources of nutrient absorption and dilution respectively. 
Surrounding fields downstream from the feedlot are fertilized. 

_ with manure which may result in higher readings some disa
. 

tance away from the feedlot. Heavy growths of reeds and 
long grasses developed along the length-of the stream in 
late spring and these may extract significant quantities of 
nutrients from the runoff entering the stream and from the 
streamlitself.

b 

Thus, it-can be concluded that there is no stream 
contamination as the result of feedlot runoff.and that 
except for bacteria content. this is a relatively clean stream.
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Table 4 

Q U A L I T I D A’T A
I 

FEEDLOT NUMBER 2 

VStream_D1scharge (at Station Two) 
I 

March 20 5.9 ft.3/sec. April 5 2.2 May - 

Z 0.95 May‘ 2 0.? June0 15 0.0 

Phosphorus (P) Jfppm) 

Sample Stations Date 1 
V 

2 .3 

‘ March 20 5;3 1.67 "Frozen 
5. 005 092 - 2067 Ma! 2‘ 0.17 0.1 091 May 2 

. Tgace ( 051 

'N1trogen (N0; + Nag) 
_ (ppm) 

5 . Sample Stfitions Date 1 2 3 

March 20‘ 1.6 1.b Frozen April" 5 0.58 1.6 3.0 May-. 3 0.58 0.9 1.0 May 2% o.1¢_ 1.8 2,2 

0 59.



Table u--continued 

w A T E 3 . Q u‘A L I T Y D A T A, 

FEEDLOT NUMBER 2 

Ammonia (NHI) ;»(pPm) 

Sample Stations
2 Date 3 

March 20 
. 0.1 0.1 Frozen April 5 ' 0.2 0.1 0.2 ‘ 

' O02 001 001 May 2 0.1 0.1 0.1 

B005 (mgé/1) 

Sample Stations Date 
, 

T 1 ' 2 W 3 

March 0.9 o.7' Frozen April 5 
. 0.6 0.# ' 

1.0 May .3 
' 

0.3 0.3 .1.0 May 2 0.2 " 0.2 1. 

'V§1at11e Residue as %.of Total Residue 

Daté Sample Stations 
1 2 .- 3 

March 20 9.8 ‘18.9 
‘ 

Frozen 
. 

April 5 2u.o 23,3 23,3 MavTT 3 37.4 .38.6 'u1,7 May ‘-2# 
. 24.3T 22.5 ’ 

25,1

60



3.2.3 water Quality at Feedlot 3 

61 

' _Since a comparison of the amount of runoff from feed- 
lots located in areas of differing topography was one of the 
goals of the study. this feedlot was selected as an example 
of a feedlot situated in an area of.leve1 topography with

V 

‘heavy clay loam soil. The average gradient from this feed1ot~ 
to surrounding ditches is twenty minutes. .when the feedlot 
was visited on March 20, there was a uniform snow cover of 
approximately eight inches and no runoff had yet occurredrp 
Sporadic periods of warm weather occurred between that date 
and the date when samples were again collected in that 
region. The ditches at the later date (April 5) contained 
only several inches of still water.whi1e the fields were 
clear of snow and spotted with flooded patches. Aocordingl 

. 

to the owner. water had filled the ditches for several daysl 
but it was common for them to empty rapidly and for the 
fields to retain a large amount of moisture beyond the date 
at which farmers in other areas could begin to work their A_ 

fields. Some fields within a two mile radius of the feedlot 
were cdmpletely flooded to a depth of up to one foot., 

-It is possible that under these conditions, waste both 
in the vicinity of the feedlot and that spread on frozen 

d
g 

fields remains to a large degree on the fields rather than_‘ 
V; 

running off in drainage ditches." 

p 

At no time during late spring or summer_did rain cause" 
runoff at this site and it is unlikely that such runoff 
would occur during a summer.with excessive rainfall.
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There 1s_no water quality data presented for Feedlot 3 

sihce both the volume and duration of runoff wepe-of too‘ 
11tt1e magnitude 1:9 co11ec't"saimp;es. It seems highly un; 

V

‘ 

«likely that livestock waste runoff from this feedlot occurs 
in sufficieht amounts to adversely affect the water quality 
in area streams at any time.
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L2.-1» water Quality at Feedlot 1+ 

~ This feedlot is in the same area as Feedlot 3 with 
similar gradient and soil.’ However, the distance between 
feedlot and stream in this case is greater by 100 yards. The 
feedlot is cleaned regularly and manure is spread on adjacent 
fields when conditions permit. The owner is unconcerned 
with any thought of runoff from the feedlot to the stream 
since the distance and slope involved result in standing 
water around the feedlot. 

Only two sample collection stations were used at this, 
feedlot because the study stream joins another stream 
directly below Station Two.’ Station one was located 0.25 
miles upstream from the feedlot in order to avoid any.feeda 
glot influence caused by the level topography. Stream

I 

discharge was measured first on April 5, because heavy snow 
and thick ice prevented measurement in mid March. For this'a 
reason also, water quality data are absent for March 20.

' 

Stream discharge on April 5 was 91.8 cubic feet per second. 
Phos horus values were consistently low (<0.3 pPm.). 

There is no clear increase in concentration from Station one 
to Station Twp, nor is there any decrease in level from. 
first analysis date to last.

. 

Nitrogen levels are relatively constant between the two 
sampling points, indicating no additional loading near the 
feedlot. -The nitrogen values clearly decrease through the 
spring season from a maximum of 5;8 ppm.‘on April 5, to a 
minimum of 0.6 ppm. on July 18. This decrease through time
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in an area of corn cultivation with winter spreading of 
I 

manure suggests field runoff of nitrogen in solution. 
Ammonia is uniform in concentration at both points on 

all dates with only one exception." The value of 1.8 ppm, 
at Station Two on April 5 is at that location one wou1d'enpect’ 
a high level. However, the value recorded 16 days later is ‘ 

‘onlr 0.3 This rapid change combined with the values‘ 
of NO; + NO; on April 5-—5.8 ppm. at Station one and 5;6 ppm. 
at Station Two--suggest that the 1.8 ppm. value for ammonia> 
is questionable and may not indicate waste runoff.

I 

gggs ievels are consistently low and show no change
' 

from Station One to Station Two. nor do they change signifi-v 
cantly through time. 

I 

_

' 

Benthic material was not present at either sampiing 
point_and surface algae uas minimai. 

-

A 

It is apparent that there is no observable waste 
from this feedlot. Values for each of the factors measured 
indicate that the distance of 300 yards and the lack of any 

' 

gradient inhihit the flow of liquid from the feed1ot:'that 
I _ . 

nitrate values are derived from manure or commercial ferti- 
lizer that has been applied to surrounding fields.
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Table 5 

W A T E R Q U A.L I'T Y D A T A 

FEEDLOT NUMBER fl 

Stream Discharge (at Station Two) 

March 20 Frozen
3 April 5 31.8 ft. /sec. May 

2 2.0 May 2 4.5 June 15 1.2 July 18 0.5 

Phosphorus (P) (ppm) 

Sample Station Date 1 2 

March 20 Frozen ' 

April 5 0.0? 0.2? May ' 3 0.1 0.2 May Zb .. Trace July 18 Tgace 

Nitrogen (N0; + NOE) (ppm) 
' 

. Sample Station Data 1 2 

A March 20 Frozen
I 5 0 8 - 

o 6 M87 3 3.0 3¢6 -May 24 1.2 1.1 "July 18 .8 ;6



Date . 1, 2 

March 20‘ Frozen 
. April 5 28.3 $3.: ’ May 35:: 10

. May 22 26.3 22.3 
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Table 5-~Cont1nued ' 

w A T EVR Q U A L;I T Y D A T A 

4FEEDLGT NUMBER u 

"Ammonia (NHE) (ppm), 

- $amp1e Stations 
_ . Date 1 2 »

' 

March 20' Frozen April 5 0.2 1.8 
003 May 2 

_ 0.2 ~O.2 July 18 
. 0.2‘ 0.1 

B005 A 

A ms./1) 

Sample Stations Date 
_ 

1 ' 2 

March 20 Frozen April 5 O.3_ 0.3 
, 
N8? 

2 1.1 1.0 May 2 
, 

_ 1.0 1.0 July 18 0.8 0.9 

Vblatile Res1due' 
as % of Total Residue

i 

Sample Stations 

July 18 
_ 
24.1 23.8
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2.2.5 Water _9.‘.l5._\1lt;r at Feedlot 5 

2 
‘This feedlot is one of a group of three feedlots 

by the same man. In addition to his own cattle, 
the owner also has a yard set aside for the care of bulls 
belonging to other farmers in the area. The three feedlots 
are located on the same stream but only the feedlot located 
furthest upstream and closest to the stream was used be-v 
cause topographw and distance made runoff from the other 
two feedlots seem unlikely although some of the results put 5 

this assumption into question. .Station one was located 
150 feet above the area of runoff. Station Three was located. 
one-quarter mile below Station Two with a second feedlot 
between the two stations. Station Four was one—quarter mile 
below Station Three and below the Junction with a small 
stream which runs close to a third feedlot which is located 
more than a quarter mile away from the study stream. 

Stream discharge was 7.2 cubic feet per second in mid. 
March and decreased to zero by mid June. 

V 

Phosphorus values show an increase at Station Two on 
only one date. Hdwever. the values for March 20 and April 5 
show an increase in phosphorus level'through the length of 

»the stream_which may suggest the*addition of phosphorus at 
the second and third feedlots or from other sources not 
‘related to the feedlots. ‘The concentration of phosphorus 
decreases through time reaching a trace level (<.1 ppm.) 
on May 24. 

.§i§ggggg concentrations were similar initrends to those
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found for phosphorus. on three dates, there is an increase 
dounstream from the study feedlot indicating additional 
sources of runoff._ Nitrogen_va1ues also decrease through‘ 
time.lA 

Ammonia concentrations are all quite low although the 
values at Station Four are slightly higher than those at the

f other stations. Values of less than 0.3 ppm. using the 
»Hach analysis method cannot be considered indicative of 
’waste’runoff. 

§gQ5 values are low (1 mg./1 or less); however. there_ 
is a slight increase at Station Four on three dates and an 
increase throughout the length of the stream on one date. 

Whi1e'the above measures show higher levels at 
Four, volatile residue is at its lowest level at this point

. 

on each date. ‘On each date there is a slight inciease in 
percentage content at Station Two. 

Bacterial analysis at Station Tuo.on May 2b showed 
total coliforms at 80 and fecal coliforms at 30 per 100 ml. 

.wn11e there are indications that the feedlots aiong this. 0 

_
. 

I 
. 

.
- stream have some effect on water quality, such effect is 

quite small. .It may-be that field runoff is of much greater a 
significance than that of the feedlot since there is_algae 

opresent above the first feedlot as well as below it. There 
is also amorbhic organic matter on the stream bed above

_ 

Station One,
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Table 6 

w A T E B 
p Q UVA L 1 T Y D A'T A 

FEEDLOT NUMBER 5 

Stream Dischargg (at Station Tw0). 

March 20 7.2 ft.3/sec. April 5 2.8 
. May 3 1.35 may .2# 0.8 June 15 0.0 

Phosphorus (P) -. (ppm) 

@ Sample Stétions Date ~ 1 
_ 

2 3 0% h 

March 303 5:0 
. 

70.7 
".'-‘=’ April 5 . 1.3 0.1 5.3_ 9.3 May 3 0.2 0.27 0.1 0»23 May 24 Trace 

Nitrogen (N05 4 NOE) (ppm) 

. "Sample Stations 
_ 

Date ' 

2 _3_ 4 
Matén 2o 0 

2.8 4.0 2.5 .. APr11 5 . -0 3.8 .0 5.6 
May 0.53 0.53 1.0 2.6



'Tab1e 6--Continued 

W A’T E R Q U A L I T Y D4A T A 

FEEDLOT NUMBER 5 

Ammonia (NHJ) (ppm) 

_ Sample Stations 1Date. 
_ 

. 

1 . 
2 3 .. 0 

ma... 20 o.b 0.1 0.2 _ April 5 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.0 
E 0._1 092 003 V 2 0.2 002 

_ 

0.2 O02 

'Bon5‘ (mg./1) 

_ Sample Stations
‘ Date ‘ 

‘ 1 2 3 _ 0. 
' March 20 0.8 ‘ 1.0 1.0 .9 
May 

2 0 
- 0.4 o.h 0.0 0.9 May 2 

. 0.3 0.7.. 0.8 0.9 

Avqlatile Residue as Z of Total Residue 

Sample stations ’Date' 1 2 3 4 
March 30' 11.2 11.0 12.5 ~ _. April 5 29.2 31.1 -30.2 . 26.8 Ma?’ 3 33.9 . 39.6 50.1. 33.3 May 24 

_ 

22.4 20.6 23.0 22.6 '
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3.2.6 water Quality at.Feed1ot 6 

This feedlot was of interest because large holding 
ponds have been created by the owner both above and below 
the feedlot and there was a larger than average number of

g 

cattle. The feedlot is part of an integrated operation with 
two other yards--one for cows and calves and one for year- 

; 

lings. Station one was located at the outlet of a pond up-5 
stream from the feedlot area. The water from this pond 
flows a short distance to the holding pond which receives ’ 

runoff from the area of the feedlot. Station Two was located 
at the.outf1ow from this second pond. .Station Three was 
three-eighths ofa mile and Station Four was_three-quarters 
_of a mile below Station Two. 

Streamflow was only 5.1 cubic feet per second_during the 
"period of maximum flow and decreased to zero by May 2#. The 
small discharge and rapid decrease is caused in part by the 
holding pond which has a large caoacity and contains little . 

water prior to winter resulting in containment of much of 
the string snowmelt. ;*3 

_ 

Phosphorus exhibits greatest concentrations on March 2o, 
the earliest date of analysis and decreases to almost trace 
levels by May 5.‘ The level of phosphorus-in water leaving 
the outlet of the pond is not high on any'date and suggests 

’ 

either an ahsence of phosphorus in runoff from the feedlot 
or the effect of containment by the pond. The value of

V 

15.0 ppm, at Station Three is likely the result of chemical 
interference.-

a
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Nitrogen concentrations show a distinct trend on each 

Vdate of sampling. Maximum values were obtained at Station 
one and decrease downstream to Station Four. only on May 24 
was there an exception with a maximum value recorded at 
Station Two. The level of nitrogen also decreases through 
the spring Season. The maximum values found at Station one 
zmayfbe accounted for by the combination cornfield and pas- 
ture above the station. 

cAmmonia values are similar to those of nitritesnitrate 
with respect to the locations of maximum and minimum readings. 
Station one was again the site of greatest concentration 
Station Four the site of least concentration. This supports_ 
the contention that cattle using the upstream pasture affect 
the quality of the stream. Ammonia values also decrease

I 

through time, although the concentrations found on the finalv 
date of sampling are relatively high.-0.9 and 1.5 ppm. at

‘ 

Stations one and Two respectively;
_ 

§QQ5 is at-a maximum at either Station one or Station- 
Two on each day and decreases to minimum levels at Station 
Four. [As with most other feedlot sites, there is no clear 
trend of change of B605 levels from one day to another 
through the season. 

Volatile residue levels in this stream supfiort some of 
those trends found with the other measured stream charac- 
teristics,_ehaximum values are found at either Station one 

on each.date. decreasing to minimums at station Four. 
The values obtained for this stream indicate that there 

Ais a relationship between the highest values-recorded and
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either the presence of cattle or the impoundment of runoff 
or a.comb1nat1on of both. In theholding pond at Station 
Two, there are algae arouna the perimeter and amorphic 
organic matter covers the bottom. In the pond above Station 
one, there 13 amorphic organic matter on the bottom but

C 

algae are almost absent. The stream below Station Two flows_ 
through occasionally used pasture land. conta1ns—11tt1e ' 

algae, and no benthic accumulation is visible.
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‘, _Tab1e.7 

1" . w A T 5 3‘ Q 6 A.L I T~¥ D A T A 

FEEDLOT NUMBER 6 

Stream Discharge (at Stafiion Two) 

March 20 5.1 ft;3]sec.fl April 5 . 1.9 May 2. 0.3 
_ Max 2 0.0 

.A Phosphorus (P) (ppm) 
"' 

. Sample Stations . A" Date 1 2 - 3. - :1» 

-March 20 1.0 1.0 
' 

’_15.o 3.0 ‘April 5 3.7 0.23 0.73 1.5? 

_ 
Nitrogen (No;'+ Nqg) (ppm) 

V Sample Stations » Date_ 1 2 3 4, - 

nafgfi 20? 3,0 1L6 1.2 > 1.2 April 5 2;2; 1.h 0.18 0.7 0.22 0.9 O.3# 0.18 _May 3
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Taflle 7--Continued 

WATER QUALITY DATA 

__ FEEDLOT NUMBER 6 

Amfionia (NHK) _ (ppm) 

. 

. Sample Stations Date . 1 2 3 # 

Maich 20 1:3 0.9 0.9‘ 0.7 April 5 0,5 ogu 0.6 o.u May 3 0.9 1&2 0.4 0.2 

BOD5 44__ (ms./1) 
‘ Sample Station Data 1 2 3 _ 4 

March 20 
. 3.7 5.0 #.h 3.2_ April .5 2.5 2.5 -2.0 1.4 May 3 ~3.3 BQO 1.6 1.9 

~Vo1at11e Residue as % pf Total Residue 

Sample Stat1bns« Date 1 2 3 .# 

March éd~ " 

24.9 29.0 23;3 16.8 April V5 ";38.1 ##.8 #1.6 » 37,8 . May j 3 h8.h 26.1 15.5 13.1

75
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§L2.? Water_Quality at Feedlot 7
I 

This feedlot. as with Number 6. is one of three yards 
operated by the ownerg It is used for ‘finishing’ feeder* 
cattle while the other two are for calves and yearlings. 

- The feedlot is cleared of waste only when the cattle have 
difficulty moving about in the yard. Manure in a liquid 
-state forms flows which extend half the distance-from the ” 

feedlot to the stream during early spring. _Drainage tile 
from the feedlot facilitates the.f1ow of liquids to the 
stream bank and the outflow can be seen entering the stream 
in mid March. Station one was located 75 feet above this 
point of waste entry} Station Two was located 50 feet below » 

it: and the other two stations were one-quarter and one-half 
vmile further downstream. ~

. 

' 

Streamflow was 62.0 cubic feet per second on March 15 
and decreased to 2.4 c.f.s. on July 16. The stream under 
normal conditions,.flows throughout the year. 

'Phosthorus levels are highest at Stations one and Two 
and decrease to low levels ((1ppm,) downstream. There is 
also a decrease in concentration from March through July. 
on three dates. the level of phosphorus at*Station one is 
greater than 1 ppm. This is caused neither by livestock 
waste nor field runoff as the upstream region is almost 
entirely marsh and wood1and.l 

A 

'
I 

Nitrogen levels are also higher at Station one than at 
Station Two and cannot be accounted for by agricultural or 
livestock runoff.‘ There is no trend toward lower values
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downstream from the feedlot. It is possible that fertilizer 
on cornfield that borders the stream below Station Two con. 
tributes nitrogen and thus sustains the nitrate level._ 
Values decrease in May at all stations and remain low 
through summer.

V 

ggmgnig has higher than normal values on only two dates 
with maximums at either Station one or Station Two. Values‘: 
decrease on each succeeding sample date, reaching trace 
levels by early May. 

EQQ5 values are relatively low and vary little either.». 
from one station to another or from one date to the next._" 

Bacterial analysis shame the presence of 280 fecal 
écoliforms per 100 ml. sample on March.15. ‘This decreases 
to 30 per 100 ml. by May 24. 

_This feedlot. when viewed during March and April. shows~t 
visible signs of waste runoff. However. the values obtained 
for each of the measured characteristics show no such waste 
pollution occuring. Not only are measured values low. but" 
obnoxious benthic deposits indicative of waste pollution are. 
also absent and surface algae is present only in small 
amounts both above and below the feedlot. The sole indicator 
of waste presence is the feca1.co11form level of 280.per

A 

100 ml. on March 15. This decreases to 30 per 100 ml. by . 

May 2#. '

‘
V
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Table 8 

W'A T E R Q U A L I T,Y D A T A 

FEEDLOT NUMBER 7 

Stream Discharge (at Stétion Two)‘ 
52.0 ft.3/sec. March 15 » 

March 29 45.0 April 30 16.2 
July 16 2.4 

Phosphbrus (P) (ppm) 

. Sample Stations a Date’ ~1. _.2 3 -' 0. 

March 15 0 

1.3 .1a.o o.o 0:67 March 29 3.3 3.0 0.67 0.0 April 30 1.5 1.57 0.0‘ 0.13 - May 16 0.03 0.03 Trace July 16 Trace ' 

Nitrogen (No; + NO;) (ppm) 
" Samplé Stations Date 1 ‘ '2 3 h 

Mardh 15 1.2 1,8 2;2 0 1.2‘ 202 
V 

2.0 192 ' 1.0 30‘ 
, 003 0931‘ 0952 May. 16 0.28 0.22 0.18 0.5% 0.26 0.24 0.21 o.uo 

July _16 

.._
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.Tab1e 8—-Cont1nued 
w A T E R Q U A L I T r p A T A 

FEEDLOT NUMBER 7

+ Ammonia _(NHu) . (ppm) 
' fl A 

- Sample Stations. Date . 0 .1 .2 .3 -# 

--March 15 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.3 ’. O02 006 O02 '0: .April 30 -0.1 0.2 _ 0.1 0. «May 16 Trace ( 0.1) 'July .16 
. 

A 

Trace 

sons .M(mg./1) 

1 

' ' 

Samfile Stations Date 2. -3 . . 4 

march 15 . 0.7 1.3 1.2 1.0 March 29 1.3 1. 1.5 1.3 April 30 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.9 May 16 0.9 150 1.2 0.7 July 16 1.0 1.1 0.8 0.6 

1Vo1at11e Residue as % of Total Residue 

Sample Stations V

V 
"Date 

_ 

'1 2 3 ‘ # 

Mareh 15 u4.1 no.5 '37,9 35.1 March 29 36.0 30.9 30.? no.4 April 30_ 38.8 03.5 03.2.‘ 05.3 'M8Y.t 16 02.2 52.0 ’51.3 09.3 -4 39.1 37.7 40.2 

79
l
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3.2:8 ‘water Quality at Feedlot 8
A 

'.-The stream at this site was selected because of the high 
probability of waste content present and the likelihood that 
observable decreases in nutrient content would occur in the 
stream before it joined the Grand River, The stream is:

I 

created each spring as the result of surface runoff from 
cultivated fields in the area and tile drainage from both the 
fields and the feedlot. Thus. the first sampling site on the" 
stream is located below the feedlot and is labelled Station 
Two. Stations Three and Four are located at quarter-mile;_v 
intervals downstream, the Fourth being at the Junction offthel 
stream with the Grand.River;A 

V 

V i 

’ 

Stream discharge is small due to the area of the water- 
shed. having a maximum of only 1.4 c.f.s, on March 14 and 
decreasingmv’to -zero by April 30. The short period of ‘stream; 
flow resulted in.samples being taken on only two'dates; I 

Phosphorus values are consistently high with a maximum 
of 18.3.fiPm. at Station Two on March 29. There is an increase 
in concentration at two stations on_the second date of 

I 
- ~ sampling. Values are erratic from_one station to the next 

‘on both dates, 
« Nitrogen values duplicate those of phosphorus with re; 

gard to increase and decrease at each station, although there 
is a general decrease in concentrations at each station on 

‘the second sampling date. 
gmmonia concentrations are positive indicators of 

anima1‘waste presence and are at a maximum at Station one
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and Two on each date. ‘It is unfortunate that the method of 
analysis used provides a maximum of only 3 ppm. since it was- 
clear that some samples were far in excess of that level; 
The concentrations measured support the nitrogen findings and 
also show the effect of time and distance with values de- 
‘creasing to only 0.6 and 0.8 ppm. in the second quarter mile.

\ 
— These concentrations of ammonia may be the cause of erratic’ 
Wvalues of nitritetnitrate nitrogen since the breakdown of _ 
NH; will produce increases in the level of NO; + Neg. 

_§QQ$ for March 15 was in excess of the range of analrsis 
at all three stations, thus no downstream decrease in_concenp 
tration can be observed. on March 29, diluted samples show 
a maximum of 12.0.mg./1 at-Station Two, decreasing to

4 

3 mg./1 at Station Four. The difference between the values 
at Station Four on March 29 and March 15 indicate that all of 
the values recorded on March 15 are considerably in excess 
of those found on March 29. 

T. 

Volatile residue values are similar to those found at 
‘other feedlot sites representing approximately oneothird-of

I 

total residue. Due to the short period of streamflow, there‘ 
is neither benthic material nor surface algae present. 

Bacterial analysis of a sample taken at Station Two on 
March 15 showed a total of 60.000 coliforms per 100 ml. and 
18.§OO-fecal coliforms per 100 ml. It is clear that waste, 
from the feedlot is present in large concentrations and that 
the water is-unfit.for either agricultural or livestock use; 
while the bacteria content of this water is extremely high
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and levels are moderate‘ to hivghlfor a stream in an 
agricuitdrel efea. it hasalready been pointed out that this 
stream is the sm‘a1Zvles~t._of' t.hes.e studied and originates in. 
and around" a feedlot receiving farmérunoff‘ exclusivelfir.

I 

' 

.~

_\



Table 9 

.W A T E B Q U A L I T I D A T A 

FEE.DLO'1‘ NUMBER‘ 8 

Stream Discharge .(at Station Three) 

March 15 1.4 ft.3/sec. March 29 . 

‘- 0.2 April 30 0.0 

Phosphorus .(P) HHMHW (ppm) 

A :sample Stations 
" Date 1 2 3 I” . _h 

March 15 e—= 843 8;7V #.3 March 29 ——— 18.3 6.6? 11;o 

Nitrogen (N0; + N02) (ppm) 
' 

A ; Sample Stations Date_ 2- 3 # 

March 15. -—- 9.2 10.0 7.6 March 29' _—-u 8.0_ 3.2 6.#

83
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Table 9--Continued 

w A.T E R Q u'A L I T I D A T A 

' 

FEEDLOT NUMBER 8 

*> Ammonia (Nfiu (ppm) 

. Sample Stations Date , 1 .. 2 _ 3... 1+ 

March '15 —=-- >350 0.6 March 29 -a-' >3.0 >3.0 0.8 

V 

HBOD5 ; . . h.(mg./1)- 
' 

Sample Stations Date 
A 

1 - 2 3
' 

March 15 _.1.. >6.8_. $6.8 >7.u March 29 , ._. 12.o‘> 10.0 3.0 

Volatile Residue as % of Total Residue, 

Sample Stfitions ‘Date 1 2 3 4 

March is --=-; 19.2 36.0’ 30.0 March ““" ' 
I 3708 3706
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3.2.9W'Water‘Quality at Feedlot 9 

‘ 

This feedlot has of interest because the owner was very 
concerned that liquids leaving the feedlot were reaching the 
stream 120_yards distant and had attempted to hold all of 
the waste solids behind wooden barriers, At the same time, 
drainage tile in the cornfield between the feedlot and stream‘ 
facilitated the movement of liquids on the field to the 
stream. on the first day of sampling, the feedlot was flooded 
to a depth of-more than one foot and both liquids and solids 
could be seen flowing through the barriers which had beengg_' 
erected. A .- 

it_is used for the growing of corn. Because of the topo- 
graphy, Station one was located 50'yards upstream from_the_ 
feedlot. Station Two was located 75 yards below both the§; 
feedlot and the outlets of the drainage tile, Station Three» 
was a quarter mile further downstream. A fourth station . 

-was omitted due to the Junction of the stream uith a larger 
drainage ditch. 

~ Stream discharge decreased from 212.0 c.f.s. on March 15 
to 1.2 c.f.s. on July 16. However, the small discharge 
during_summer is mainly the result of decreasedcourrent,

_ 

rather than a'small stream crossssection. The level topo; 
graphy and clay loam soil result in the persistence of a 
relatively large stream with almost zero current. 

Phosphorus is present in notable amounts only duringll 
March} with only trace levels found after that. There is no 

"The land in this area is quite flat and almost all of‘ f
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Vindication that the feedlot contributes to the phosphorus 
level. Indeed, the level at Station Two is lower on each day 
than the levels found above and below the feedlot.

1 

Nitrogen values are_1ow‘(<1.7 Ppm.) and also show no 
gindications of runoff from the feedlot. “However,_on.each‘date

. 

‘there is an increase in values from Stations One to Three._ 
This isjiikely brought about through runoff of nitrogen from’ 
the surrounding fields. 

V 

k A
I 

I 

Ammonia is notably present from March 15 through. 
April 30, after which time it decreases to minimal levels..’ 
There 15 no indication of ammonia runoff from the feedlot. . 

§QQ5 is the sole indicator that the feedlot exerts o 

some effect upon stream quality.‘ On four of the five sampling 
dates, BODS values increased in the area of the feedlot and A 

then decreased farther downstream. The amount of'variationo 
1; email (6.1 - 1.1 mg./1), however, the trend is consistent_ 
over a five month period..o

. 

_ 

Bacterial analysis showed counts of 860 total and_3b0 
fecal coliforms at Station Two on.March 15 which also suggests 
the runoff of waste water from the feedlot. Fecal coliforms 
on April 30 had decreased to only 10/100 ml. as surface

o 

runoff ceased.
. 

After Aprii, surface algae began.to form along the. 6 

length of the stream and became dense in places by July." In 
vareas of slow moving water. there were light coverings of 

. benthal material across the bed of the stream. 
Stream quality at this site is good in all respects
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8?. 

except_bacteria1 content. As with all streams. the highest 
»values are.recorded during March when surfaee runoff from 
all sourcee ente: the stream and, along with benthic load; is 
flushed frem the area; The consistent presenee of maximufi 
BOD5 yalues at Station~Two, along with a large number of 
fecal coliforms indicates that liquid waste fxom the feedlot 
-aoeh enter the stream but with little effeet on overall

_

’



Table 10 

‘w'A T E R 440 U I T‘! D A_T A 

_FEEDLOT NUMBER 9 

Stream Discharge ‘(at Station Two) 
March 15 .212.0 ft.3/sec.’ March 29 »- 172.0" 

» April 30’ 32.0 May _16 6.0 July 16 1.2 

.Phosphorus. (P)- ‘ 

. (ppm) 

Sample Stations 
, 2 1'Date 

' 

-V . ~.1 3 

’March.15 11.7 1.0 3.3 March 29 2.0 ~ 1.67 _ 5.67 April 30 0.0 0.07 0.13 May 16 - 
» Trace ( 0.1) July 16 .' ,. ‘Trace 

Nitrogen (No; + Neg) 1 (ppm) 

Sample Stations
I 

Date. 1 2 ‘

3 

March 15 1.0 1.0 1.1 March 29 1,4 41,u ‘ 

1,7 0.2 -0.22 0.26 Mar 16 0.2u 0.18 0.3 July 16 0.18 0.2 0.20



‘Table 1o_--cont1nued 

WAA'TE—R QUALITY DATA 
FEEDLOT NUMBER 9 

A1nmon1a.~ (_NHf;) . (ppm) « 

. 

V Sample Statiofis 
. Date 

, 1 2 .3 

March 15 0.3 0.2 0.0 March 29 
_ .». 0. 0. 0.3 

. 
‘April _3o ‘o.6 0.5 0.6 

‘ May . 16_ _‘_0.1 . 0.1 “ 0.1 July 16 0.1 0.1g ‘ 0.1‘ 

6 

BOD5 
1 

(ms./1) 

, Sample Stations Date __ 1 2 
. 3 H 

March 15 1.0 1.8 1.1 March 29 0.8 2.0 0.9 April 30 0.7 1.0 0.7 May 16 1.5 1.2 1.7 July 16 1.1 1.3 1.2 

Volatile Residue as % of Total Rés1due 

Sample Stations 

_Ju1y_-16. 

Date 1 
V 

2 
, 3 

March 15 38.3 36.5 55.1» March 29 34.8 35-5 32.8 April 30 
. 56.0 60.1- 53.6 16 
22-: 23-; 22-;
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V 

§£2;1O Water Quality at Feedlot 10 
This feedlot contains fewer cattle than most othersf 

~however, it has one of the few feedlots with a soil rather 
than a concrete floor and it also abuts the stream channel. 
The major interest on this farm is cash cropping of corn: 
with cattle providing a small portion of the total income. 
Nevertheless, the feedlot receives adequate attention with 
waste removed to the lower end of the yard to provide a clean 
floor in the immediate area of the barn. 

:oThe stream at this site is similar to that at Feedlot.9V 
pin that it flows through an area of level topography and 
'cornfield borders the stream for several miles both up and 
downstreem from the feedlot. Station one was located 60 feet 
upstream.from the feedlot; Station Two was 100 feet downstream 
and Stations Three and Four were one—quarter and_one-half: 
mile below the feedlot. No sample was collected from 
station Four on March 15 because a large volume of water ;' 

from another drainage ditch has running into the study 
streamlbelow station Three on this date.

1 

Phosphorus values are at noticeable levels on only the 
first two dates with high readings recorded at Station Three 
and Four on March 29. ‘ 3 

Nitrogen concentration increases slightly at Station 
Two on all of the sampling dates and indicates the presence 
of nitrite or nitrate running into the stream from the feed- 
lot. The maximum nitrogen level (2.6 ppm.) was recorded on 
March 15. the first sampling date. and while the level is.
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‘reasonably constant throughout the study period, there is a 
gradual decrease of 0.6 ppm. from the first date to the last, 

Ammonia values are quite low even at their maximum A 

(0.3 ppm.) but two trends are apparent. There is a decrease ' 

from Station one through Station Four on two of the four ' 

days with the other two days showing constant levels, There
I is also a decrease in values through time." 

BODS is reasonably constant in value from one date tot 
the next although not always at the same stations. -Values~= 
are lowest either at Station One or Station Two on each date 
‘and increase downstream from those points with maximum values. 
found at station Four on each date. The maximum value re-— 
corded was 1.5_mg./1 and indicates only light contamination. 

Bacterial analyses were made of two samples. These 
H, 

showed total coliforms of 1,700 and fecalicoliforms of 
730/100 ml. on March-15 which decreased to 280 and 10 on 
Aprily30.H This amount of bacteria. narticularly of recal_‘ 
type, is a strong indication of waste from the study feedlot 
although it decreases rapidly through the season. Surface: 
algae appeared in mid.May,and grew to coveriwhat remained of 
the stream in June} Benthic material was not visible. 

Alt would apfiear that both BOD5 and bacterial analysis: 
confirm the fact that livestock waste does enter this stream 
from the_feedlot. and.that the level of-fecal contamination 
during March makes the water unfit for any agricultural use. 
All measures other than bacterial; however, indicate only 
slight pollution and little connection between such pollution -0 

and the feedlot.



Table 11 

W A_T E R.- Q'U A L I T Y D A T A 

FEEDLOT'NUMBER'10 

Stream Discharge (at Station Two) 

March 15 . #2.0. ft.3/sec, March 29‘ 17.1 - 

APr11 30 1 .-7.1 
MaY~ '16 - 1.h7 

0.0 July 16 

(ppm) 

May V'16 

Phbsphorus (P) 

_ 

‘ 

. Sample Stations Date ' 

. 

_ 

1“ -H2 3m ' 

. h. 

March 29 
< 0.9 0.7 5.0 16 

. 003 002 
_ 

03° 0 Kay 16 0.0 0.0 0.0 o 

:N1trogén _(N0; + Nog) (pfim) 

' Sample Stations‘ Date 1 ' 2 3. 4”” 

March 15" 2.2 2.6 2.5 ._. March 29' 2.0 2.2 2'.lr 2.1+‘ 
.. 200 202 2.2 2.1 1.6 2.0 2.0 2.0 

ago 

005'!

92
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Table 11;-continued 

_w A T E 3 Q u A L I T Y b A T A 

FEEDLOT NUMOER 10 

Ammohia (NEE). (ppm) 

::"U' " 

. X Sample Stations 
.Dat¢ , "‘1 2 . 3. A 

March 29 0.2 0.2 - 0.1 0.0 
. 

4 092 000 090 May ’ 16 0.1 0.1 "0.2 0.1 

BOD5 . ‘(hg./1) 

' Sample Stations’. Date ' 1 . 2 . .3 I 4. 

March 15 ' 0.6 
' 

1.1 1.4 1.1 March 29 0.9 1.5" 1.4 1.4 April 30 0.6 0.6 0.8 1.2 Mgy 16 "1.0 ' 0.9 1.2 1.2 

Volatile Residue as %«of Total Res1due 

. 

‘ 

. Sample Stations 
Date 1 2 V3 0 

. March 15 . 27.u A 35.7 29.u' .. March 29 23.2 22.1 18.3 19.0 Apr11_30 34.4 31.3 #2.? 42.6 
u8.1 53.0 49.5 Mgy_, 16» 51.2
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‘ 

3e2.1ip‘water“Qua11ty at Feedlot 11 
hTh1s 1s”ene_of the most efficiently run feedlots found" 

in the study region. harge investments have been made oierv 
the past several rears on-new.feeding facilities. barn and 
silos. cleaning of the yard is carried out several times a 
week with the waste removed tc.a flat area_aWay from the slope 
to the stream.‘ In spite of the regular cleaning, liquids " 
can be seen flowing na1r_tne distance to the feedlot during 
harch. There are several lines of drainage tile in the,“ 
‘field between the feedlot and stream and these likely facili- 

T 

i”f;aavee*n..‘=;r;t "o'”1'”'.-:‘v§as_te .l1‘q‘i1id us the. stream. 
The stream runs through cultivated fields (mostly corn) 

for several miles above the feedlot. -Station one was located 
0.20 miles above the feedlot in order to avoid any contact¥' 

- with yard wastes.running off through drainage lines. Station 
Two was 200 feet downstream from the feedlot and Stations-V. 

_ Three and Four were 0.25 and 0.5 miles below the feedlot.
_ 

Between Stations Three and Four, there are ten homes with{ 
septio.tanks near the stream. These homes are a potential 
source of subssurface-sewage movement.‘ I 

Phosphorus was present in the stream.samp1es only on» 
V 
March 11 and March 29; "Following March 29; the concentration 

_of phosphorus drops to zero at all stations; The values
. 

found on both March 11 and 29 show the lowest concentrations‘ 
at Station one . increases be-ginning atstation 

. reaching maximums at Station Three and then decreasing at 
$tat1on-Four; The levels are higher than those found at
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:most other sites and certainly much more ordered, indicating 
the strong influence of the feedlot. It is interesting to 
note that the decreased values found on March 29 are uniform 
through the length of the stream. 

Nitrogen values vary between 2.0 and #.2 ppm. and show _ 

no trends through either space or time. where phosphorus 
A" 

reached zero in April. nitrogen_remained in the stream_at a 
constant level through the -last ‘date of a‘na1ys1s." ‘Landqise _' 

ranges from cornfield at Stations one and Two where manure’ 
'andVcommer1oal fertilizer are applied to woodland at Station 
Three and residential at Station Four.

_ 

‘Ammonia values were relatively high (0.? - 1.2 ppm.) at 
_three stations on March i1 and at one station on march 29; 
There is no connection oetween these high values and the

x 

1ocation_of;the-feedlot.» All values after March_29 are in 
the low Fcleani water range, f". 

h lBOD5'cohcentration is greatest on the first sampling 
date and decreases thereafter. Maximum concentrations are 
-above average for the streams studied and occur in places 

I . 

of field runoff as much as in the livestock region of the_v 
stream. 
w 'Bacteria1 analysis ofta sample collected at Station Two 

‘on March 11 showed 76,000 total coliforms and 2;000 fecalh 
coliforms per 100 ml.‘ By April 30. these figures had dropped 
‘to 3,000 and 60 respectively;. These. however, are still 

. beyond the recommended limits'set for water for agricultural 
and livestock.purposes by the Ministry of the Env1ronment.a
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may and‘Jfine there was no noticeable build-up 

7of benfh1c’mat§r1é1z Howévefg algae-was dense throughout the 
1ength_or’the,stream; 

'v’Obv1ofis1y, there is farm runbfféoécuiing in the area of_ 
‘this feédlotg Tn¢'récto§s measured indicate that both fléld 
runqff (nitrogen, B005) and cattle wastes (phosphorus._ 

V'bactef1a) at; ¢ontr1but1ng'tb inferior water-quality.‘ Vaiues 
other than baéteria. howéfef. are not exgessive in terms éf 
Vwatér quality standardé set for agricultuial use by the 

";Ontgrio,M1niStry of thg Environment.
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Table 12 

\aAfignQuALITg DATA 

»FEEDLOT NUMBER 11' 

Stream Discharge (at Station Féur) 

A 

March 11‘. ' 

' 

139.0 ft.3/sec. March 29 ‘ j. 0' 54.0 — 

"April. .30 ‘ 

. 

‘ 9.8 
1 May _16 - 

A 

- '0 2.2 
' July _16;,; -1 o.o_ 

Phdsphorus .(P) (ppm) 

_ V, ‘. 
‘r 

. .- Safiple Stétioné '_ 
_ 

1. 2. . 3 ~.# 

March 29 
_ 

6.0 6.3 14;0 
. 
11.? April 30. ' 0.0 ’ 0.0 ” 0.0 .0.0 May 0.0- 000 0.0 

:Nitrogen (mg; + N02) 
_ 

(ppm) 

_ 
. 

-0 
» _' H_ __' 

. ‘Sample Stations 
6. _Date _' 

« _' 1 2 3 u 
0 Mé2§c0h 11- 3.9 3.0 2.8 3.0 .M3r°h029 3-9 4.2 3.3 3.8 APr11.30- 2.2 2.0 .2.1 2.h 4.2 3.2 3.4 2.8

97
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‘ Table 12¢-Cont1nued 

"1. 
H. 

1 

w Efa Q U A L‘: T y D AAT A 

'FEEDLOT NUMBER 11 

Ammonia KNHI) . (ppm) 

' 

' 

Sample Stations
. .L;~Dgte v 

_ 

' 1 — 2 - 3 
A 4 

’nQr¢n 11 0.9 .o.7 0.3 0.8 March 29 ~ 0.2 0.2 _1.2 0.1 ’April 30 "' 0.1‘ 0.2 0.2 0.2 
003 003 Dag 

~ao.n5 .(ms./1) 
1 

4.'~- Sample Stations ‘ 

pate 1. .2 -3 u 
\ 

March 11 1- 4.7‘ 5.3. 3,5 3.1 March 29 . 

. 1.6 1.3 2.2 3.5 April 30 1.3 1. 0.6 0.5
. 

.06.?’ 006 096 

1 
1Vo1at11e Residue as f of Total Residue 

" "I 1 

Sample Stations Date 1 
A 
2 

4 
3 - 

‘ a 

March 11' 18.7 - 18.4 19.21 20.6 
. March 29 31.7 32.9 32.0 25.0 ‘April 30 43.5 *37.4 #5.6 #2.5 May 16- 38.9 39.2. l&2.l+_. 38.2
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3.2.1. Water Quality at Feedlot 12 ——> 

‘As with several other feedlots in the study, this feed; 
lot has situated on the banks of 8 relatively small stream 
(h8.5'c.f.s; max.). ‘Although manure 1s scraped from the - 

-yard regularly, it is left near the stream. »several factors» 
exist at this site which may cohfuse any study of.runoff. 
.Stat1on‘Qne was located 200 feet above the feedlot ih a

M 

stretch of fast flowing water. Station Two was situated’ 
0.25 miles downstream from the feedlot and 1n«a broad slowijtv 
flowing and marshy area.‘ The location of Station Two was,T 
<p1a¢ea here because a second, smaller feedlot was'1ooatedf; 
Vbelou the study feedlot and, although it is set a considerable 

V disianceebaekefromsthe stream. any runoff from it had to Q 
.én¢éfrtfieL§tream above Station Two. Station Three was 
hlbeatéd O:Z5;m11eskbe1ow Station Two and at the lower end of 
the marshy area. ‘Station Four has a further 0;25 miles 
downstream. .Pasture’borders the stream and marsh from 
Station one to Four. .As timetpassed at this-site, there 
was an increase in the growth of marsh biota and a decrease 
in ¢urrent—-a situation with great potential for affecting 
nutrient valuesi

. 

5= Phosghorus was found to be present in significant amounts 
on only the first two sampling dates after which the concen- 
tratlon fell to zero in almost all instanoes. The values.‘ 
found on March 11 show an increase at Stations Two and Three 

'. and a decrease at Station Four. ‘Values for March 29 are . 

erratic with ho relationship to the feedlot (station Two)._'
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tNitrogen_concentrations on each date show no feedlot 

inflnenee and the.ranking of station values changes from one 
date to the next. ”It'1s clear that there is a'decrease in 
concentration after March 29 to very low levels. 

Amnonia shows sifinificant levels oniy during the month 
of March when the highest readings were found at Stations_Qne 
and Two.» There is a decrease through the narsh and a s1ight_ 
increase again on one date at Station Four in a pasture'area.v 

. 

. 

gggs also is at maximum levels during early March and" 
shows an increase_be1ow the feed1ot_and a decrease below the 
marsh; Valfies decrease after March to insignificant 1eveisi- 

‘ 

There is very little indication from the values obtained 
that the feedlot ererts any infinence npon this stream. Nor. 
can it be said that the marsh area consistently absorbs or .‘ 

adds nutrients to the stream since, for each faotor measured, 
the ranking of concentrations along the stream change at 
each station from one date to the next.‘ 

However, while this feedlot appears to hate no effect on
A 

stream,qua1ity according to the above‘characteristics{ 
baoteriel analysis showed the highest concentrations of 
coiiforns fognd in any of the study streamsL-12Q,O00 total 
coliforms/ioo ml. and 30,000 fecal coliforms/100 ml. These 
levels, found at Station Two on March 11. are positive 
indicators of_1ivestock'waste drainage. A second sample 
analyzed on_Aor11 30 showed decreases to 1,000 total and 

"o 30 f’eca1.co1ifor;ms/100 ml. 
.Acoording to the values obtained for each characteristic,
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it appears that the feedlot has little effect upon water 
quality save for the runoff of bacteria. Bacteria, however,‘ 
is-present in extreme Quantities in early March and poses‘ 
a definite health threet to men and animals.
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5 Qffw?hfT$§”R 43Q’U‘A L I T‘! D.A T A 

0 0 §EE0L8T NUMBER 12 

~¢ Sfir3afi‘fi1schéfgé’(ét Station Two) 

March-11. $8.5 ft.3/sec; 
' March 29 22.4 
April 30 11.1 
May 16. 

_ 
6.0 

July 160 1.8 

Fhosphorus ,(P) (ppm) 

.' 
_ 

_ Sample Stations 
Date 1 .02 3 . .4 

Mar0h 11 2.3 5.0 10.7 10,0 ,march 29' ' '16,? ' 0.0 
_ 
#.3 6.7» April 30 - 0.0 V 090 0.1 0.1 

: ' 0.0 003 .0 0.0 July 16 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

‘Nitrogen (NOE + NOE) (ppm) 

- _‘ Sample Stations Date 
. 1 2 ' 3 a 

March 11 2.8 1 3,0 o,3 2_1 March 29 2.0 1,2 4,0 290 April 30 0.0 - 0:0 0.0 0.21 May - 16 0.76 0.1 *0.15 0.32 July 16 0.0 0.1 . 0.22
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Table 13—«Cont1nued 

w A T's 3 Q10 A L I T I‘ D A T A 

- FEEDLOT NUMBER 12 

Ammonia (MHZ) 4(ppm) 

Sample Stations.
N 

’\Date_ ._ 
V 

1 
. 

2 . 3 #” 

1fiar£h 11 1.5 1.6 1.0 o.u 
O03 April 30 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 

July 16‘ 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

BODS. (ms./1) 

A Sample Stations .
. 

Date 
_ 

1 2 
. 3 .# 

March 11 1.3 3.8 1.1 1.0 March 29 0.? 0.5 
_ 

1.3 0.h April 30 ‘ 0.5 1.8 0.5 0.3 may 16 ”o.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 
;July 16 0.1 0.1 052 0.1 

Vblatile Residue as % of Total Residue 

Sample Stations Date 
_ 

1 . 2 ' 3. u 

March 11 31.6 17.2 14.9.. 2h.9 March 29 36.2 32;5 23.8 31.1 ADr11.3O #4.2 ¢1.0 39.8 39. may 16 35.1 18.7 20.5 22.6 
33,? v20.2 19.1 20¢ Ju1y. 16
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3.2.13 water Quality at Feedlot 13 

This feedlot, unlike others that have been adapted from‘ 
mixed farming operations, was constructed solely for the. 
purpose of finishing feeder cattle.‘ To facilitate care of'" 

the yard, features such as a sloped concrete floor with drains 
and raised platform for the scraping of wastes directly into 
spreader or truck have been built into the feedlot. 0bvious,_ 
too, is the interest of the owner in frequent and safe d13a' 
posal of wastes.a The feedlot floor rarely has more than 
several inches of waste on it and during winter, manure is 

spread on those fields farthest from the stream. 
rfhis stream is the largest of those selected for the 

project and accurate measurement of discharge during 
was difficult due to fast-current and ice conditions. Be.

a 

cause the point of potential waste entry was difficult to 
.determine, Station one was located.1.000 feet upstream from 
the feedlot and Station Two-was 200 feet downstream from the 
feedlot. Stations Three and Four were located 0.25 and 0.5 : 

miles downstream from Station Two. ‘No sample was taken from 
station Four on March 6 because an_area of 30 acres was

_ 

flooded at thatipoint. Ammoniawand BOD5 were not analyzed’ 
on March 6‘as the laboratory equipment was not available. 

Values recorded at this site for phosphorus, nitrogen, 
gggggigt and @995 were lea even on the first date of analysis 
and indicate no runoff from the feedlot or any other source 
,that degrades the quality of water at any of the stations. 
Phosphorus and nitrogen show irregular variations within a

'
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low range and there is also a decrease at this low range from 
,March 6eto July 20. Ammonia and B0b5 also show irregulars 
variations atla low level of concentration, however there,is 
no decrease through time. 

Bacterial analysis showed total and fecal coliform counts 
of 52,000 and less than 1.000 per m0 ml." respectively on ;_ 

March 6; These measures decreased to 300 total and less than 
ten fecal on March 2?. More accurate measures of fecal ': 
co1iforms_were not made due to apparent laboratory priorities 
and time restrictions on this gate.

A 

In addition, the stream is aesthetically attractive 
with no visible benthic accumulation and an almost entire: 
absence of algae. Subsequent to the heavy runoff during

I 

March and April, the water is clear and fish are present;3



~ 
Tabléilfl 

W6A»T»E R "Q U A L I T Y D A T A 

FEEDLOT NUMBER 13 

Stream D1schar$e (at Statibn Two) 

6 - >'#00.0 ft.3/sec. 
Harch 27 376.0 
April 25 119a0 
HEY 10 53.5 
July 20 « 

_ 

11.2 

Phosphorus. (P) - (ppm) 

Sampig Stations. 4..Dgfe 1 3 W _§. 

6 
I 

2.3 2,0 3.0 -1-—o 
A 
march 27 0.6 0.23 0.13 0.9 April-25 o.h3 0.27 0.3? 0.17 
May 10 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 
_July» 20 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 

Nitrogen (NO; + NOE) (ppm) 

. 

I 

_; . ‘Sample Stations .* 
Date: . 

_ 
1 2 3 _ .4 

mar¢n 6‘ 1.2: 1,0 6 1,2 6 ___ March 27 5 1.0 5.2 0.66 0.53 
_ 

April 25 0.56 ' 0.5 0.38 \ 0.52 H83» 10 0.26 0.27 0.26 0.34 July. 29 0.12 0.1 0.19. 0.1» 

106 6
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Table 1h.-Gont1nued 

“’w A T E R Q u A L ; T Y D A T A 

FEEDLOT NUMBER 13 

Ammonia (NHI) (ppm) 

’ 

1 Sample Stations Date 1 .2o .3. .h 

March 6 —~ 
‘ March 09.1 0.0 ‘ 092 0.1 April 25 ‘ 0.1 0.1 ,O.2 0.2 May 10 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 July 20 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 

. BODS .(mg./1) 

" 
’ sample Stations Date ' 

1_. 2 .3 .h 

March 6 . . 4.1 March 2? . 1,2 0.6 0.? 0.# April 25 - 0.9 1.1 1.0 1.3 May 10 .1.0 ,1.1- 1.1 1.0 }Ju1y 20 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.7 

Volatile Residue as % of Total Residue 

Sample Stations Date 1 2 3 . 4 ' 

March 6 ._. 30.9 -- ... March 27 47.0 ua.1 46.6 33.2 April 25 u1.u 37.6 39.0‘ 26.? May 10 39.5 40.2 #5.) 252.1 July 20 38.3 36.1 38.2 . 35.3
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3.2.1u_ water Quality at Feedlot 14 

This feedlot is situated on the crest of a hill and . 

runoff to the nearby stream has been of considerable concern 
to the owner. who has received complaints from the Department 
of the Environment several times in the past. The feedlot 
is kept only moderately clean with large amounts of waste 
-occasionally left in the yard; Disposal of manure is made 
to surrounding fields during winter and these fields are 

‘quite susceptible to erosion during spring because of the 
rolling topography. Manure in aqueous flows can be seen 
during March and'Apri1 and extend one-third of the distance 
from the-feedlot to the stream; 

‘.‘Tne stream is relatively smali. and flows only until 
mid May, Station one was located 200 feet upstream from the 
feedlot because drainage appeared to flow over a broad area. 
Station Two was 100 feet downstream from the feedlot 
drainage area: Station Three was 0.25 miles below the feed- 
lot and Station Four was 100 feet downstream from Station 
Three.) Station Four was located close to Station Three 
because a second stream Joined the study stream between the 
two stations.' The study stream is bounded by cornfield 
above the first station and by woodland below that point. 

Phosphorus values do not indicate any additions from 
the feediot area. They change from one station to another 
showing no trend of increase or decrease through the length 
of the stream} Values decreased through the time period 
of the studyg approaching zero on May 10.
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Ayitrgggg also shone a decrease in concentration through 
time going from a maximum value of 1.8 ppm. on March 6'to 
zero on May 10. As with phosphorus, there is no indication 
that the feedlot contributes nitrogen to the stream—-the only 
notable increase occurs at Station Three, one-quarter mile 
below the feedlot. 

Ammonia," on all of the datesof analysis shows additions 
the site of the feedlot. ‘Values increase at Station Two 

and then decrease downstream through Stations Three and Four;_ 
The concentration of ammonia decreases through time as runoff 
from the feedlot area decreases. 

‘BOD$ increases at Station Two on two of the three 
sampling dates indicating the presence of waste runoff. There 
"are, however, marimum values found at Stations one and Four’ 

May 10 which may be the result of late season ponding_ 
of the stream at Station one and the pasturing of,cattle in 
the area below Station Three.’

_ 

Bacterial analysis showed the presence of 5,000 total 
coliforms and <1,ooo fecal coliforms-per 100 ml. on March 6. 
Bacterial content decreased by March 27 to 410 total and 
_1bQ fecal coliforms per 100 ml.- These figures also indicate 
that waste from the feedlot is entering the stream. In 
addition, the stream contains large algae growths throughout 
its length by late April and amorphic organic material covers 
the stream bed in the area of Station Two. 

It appears from the values found for ammonia,_B0D5. and 
bacteria; that the feedlot does contribute waste runoff to. 

V 

the stream and causes_a deterioration in water quality;



0Tab1e 15 

w A T E 3 Q U'A L I T I D A T A 

FEEDLOT NUMBER 14. 

'S§reém Discharge (at_Stat1on.Two) 

March ,6 3.1 rt.3/sec. March 2? 0.5 April 25 0.1 
May 10 0;Oh_ 
May. 20 

‘ 

0.0 

PhosphoTus (P) (ppm) 

Sample Stations 
Ddte”; 1 

_ 
2 "3. ’u. 

March: 6 3.3 . 1.0 
f .7.6? 2.6? March 27 .4 0.23 o.h 0.63 0.23 

May 10 _0.13. 0.0. 0.3 ' 

' 0,0 

Nitrcgen (N0; + N05) (ppm) 

.-H ‘ 

_ Sampie Stations Date 1 2 3 5 

March .6 — '1.0 1.1 1.8 ‘O06 - 

API11 25 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 may o.o 0.1‘ o.22 

110



‘Table 15--continued. 

WATER QUAEITI 

FEEDLOT NUMBER 14 

Ammonia (NHI) 
’ 

(ppm)4 

--‘ 
» 

_ 

.Samp1e Stations
V Dgte 2 ». 

; "V1u 2 . ,3. 4 
:2 Maréh”V6’"“ ’* 

- 

' 

_

V 

Maroh_27 0,1 0. 0.6 0.3 April 25 0.0 0.5 0.2 0.2 May. 10 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.0 

- Sample Stations 
;Date 0 ‘ .1‘ m‘2 H 3 . #-. 

«I-an 3,6 an-an -=u=-no 

D 

March 2? .1.1 .5;3- 1.8 0.? ;Apr11 25 0.9 3.9 1.8 3.7 008 003 253 May '10 

vo1at;1e Residue as x of Total Kesidue 

Sample stations 
2 3 . u 

M§rch' ._i 15.8 ___ 
A 

_.. March 2o;5 « 23.2 22.3 26.6 Apr11=250 23.6 .‘ 27.6 ‘ 23.9 31.6 
" 2‘ 36498 3307 3509 May a 10 '

fir



3.2.15 water Quality at Feedlot'15 
112 

Old buildings, poorly adapted to livestock use; hamper 
vefficient waste removal from this-feedlot. Manure is re- ' 

moved from the yard only after-it reaches a depth of a footv 
and is oiled on the slope helow the feedlot or 1s'spread‘ 
directly onto fields. Tiles installed to aid field drainage 
in the area between the feedlot and the stream also may 
carry liquid tastes from the feedlot, % 

V
i 

_The stream runs through cornfield above the feedlot and5“ 
-pasture helow it, station one was located 0.2 miles above 
the feedlot because the point‘of potential waste entry was 
not obvious. Station Two was located 300 feet downstream" 
from the feedlot with Stat1ons.Three and Four a further 0.25 

- and 0.5 miles downstream. 
>1‘ Phosghorus concentrations are highly variable and shot 

a maximum value at Station Two on only one date (March 6). 
Values on tie suesequent dates show the highest values at ; 

Station one and these decrease downstream. ‘Phosphorus 
concentration decreases to-zero by Mar 10.

_ 

;f, “Nitrogen talues are indicative of both field and feedlot 
runoff. Values at Station One. in an area of fertilized 
cornfield, are highest of the group on one date and secondi 
highest on the other three dates. on these latter three 
dates, the concentration increases at Station Two downstream 
-from the feedlot. Values decrease rapidly below Station Two 
as the stream runs through sparsely used pasture. -As at 
some other feedlot sites} there is no decrease in concentration



through“tdme§.s 

'Four. 

13 
Ammoniatconcentratioh is highest abate the feedlot on . 

two sample dates and-decreases downstream. on March 27, 
-there is a high value at Station one which decreases.down; 
stream past the feedlot and then 1ncreases.aga1n.at Station 

”efi6D5 also shofied high values above the feedlot which"
: 

1hcreased_on two dates at Station Two.- Dofinstream values 
I" 

the three sampiing dates.t 
,°cohceh§£§§£chsdohJhafriohweteofelatdfiely un1form.a1ong_the. 

.:d71efigth7of the streah wdth the highs at Stations one and 
7Two;e11m1hated. ;’ 

d 

V 

'

‘ 

d’Bactef1a levels of«(2.0o0 total coliforms and 1.000 
fecal oo11forms_on March 6. decreasing to 1,360 total co11; 

- forhs_and 200 feca1_co11forms on March 27 are the major 
'1nd1catofs of 1;vestock wastenpresence in the stream. These I‘ 
values were recorded at station Two fihereithere was also‘ }.h"' 
a heavy benthic covering of the stream bed and.a 
algae ?at. i‘« 

I 

. 

,xV 

The high readings obtained at Station one for some of 
the characteristics measured'are d1ff1cu1t*to account for " 

since there are no livestock operations above that point; 
and some of the land 1s not cultivated and thus not as 
suscept1biedto_eros1on. o?he'read1hgs obtained at Station Two 
do ihdicate that funoff from the feedlot afea has an adverse 
effect upon hater qua1;ty,*'e_



V: Table 16" 

E R Q U_A L I'T x D A~T A ’ 

:§EEDLOTvNUMBEfi 15 

V1$t§éam Dischaigé (at Stat1on'Twd)~ .~ 

”.'-May.‘ 10 
' May 20

6 
: rt;3/sec. 

.3 
.1
0
0 

NM 

O@U'\ 

. Phosphorus .(P).m. (ppm)~ 

‘:?_ Date~
‘ 

— Sample Stationsv 

'Mar§h' 6 7‘ 

April 25 
May 10 

-Nitrfigen (N03 + N02)

I 
comm 

coop 
-.I_IO; cwmo uw 

_- 

(ppm) 

Date Sample « 

March‘~6 
March 27 
Apr11*25 
Mayf,-10 

\»\n\nh: 

O 

.0. 
-q+4o<: 

_11§ 7



~TéBie 16-—Cqnt1nuedV 

-~~w“AT3a Q11 41. I7rI_ DAT; 
I\f_U}IBER 15 

'~ Amm§n1a_ (NEE) ‘H(pfim) 

, 

7'w_> ~7' .:- ”'. V. ..Sémp1e‘$fat1ons “ 

T-Date 1_ 2 .3 1+ 

March 27 ’ " 

’Apr11-25 
May 10', 

ocao 
I"-F74-‘-' 

ocao.

l 

O

O 
ocaua 

O 

0

O 

=oroo 

o<>c~ 
C 

. 

ordos 

' 

'. B095 -(ms;/1) 

’ Sample Stations 
1; 2*

_ 

_,~!J~ ~fig?§~¢_ ~_~_;_ 1‘ 
— 3".‘ I #. 

"March 6 
March 27 ; 

April 25 
May 10- l-‘U\U\ 

. 
I

I

. 

I-'0-‘O 

H00‘ 

0 

O

I NC)‘ 

.-l‘-‘H; 

I-‘OI-‘

. 

c
* 

‘Lug
. 

1‘-‘

. 

'Vo1ét11g Residue as~% bf Total Residug 

~"Aq ' 

. Sample Stations ’ 

_ 

Date 1 '.2 - 

3’ 
‘ h.

3 "Mérch~;6' 
‘March 27 

HG§w 
26.0 
25.9 
36.2

. 
uay~[1o. ~ 

xuuam mmw Hm: 
\A)\n)“\)'." 

’mvwo 
um» ¢P# 

O 

O

O 

QVQ
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'3i2;i5:Twg£¢rrQua11t} at feedlot 16 

'3-This feedlot 1s_s1tuated on-level ground adjaeeht to 
a steep_s1obe.1ead£hg to a stream of larger than averagedisn 

.

. 

‘discharge; VAs.at Feed1ot=13. the depth and fast current of 

ion March 6; The feediot floor. shen v1ewed in late February,. 

forzen.waste_extended oat for sohe distance from the feedlotv 
-_ t3g;a“t1ga:aecr¢gsea*en:¢ggess;=t 

this stream presented ah acourate measurement_of discharge_ 

was oovered.with almost a foot of:fro2en liquid waste; This 

. The feedlot is cleaned only occasionally and usually 
eontaihs-a_1arge.ahount of waste. During March, when frozen 

;«._ waste begah to thee, the entire area around the feedlot was 
' flooded with ldquid waste and the volatilizing ammonia 
created an obnoxiofis odour_for hundreds of yards around the 

..feediot._ Due to the.1ere1 topography of the feedlot area, - 

bth1s'iaste remained at the site rather than running off. 
sfoh some date between March.27.and Apr11.25,-the owner cut a_ 

'» 

channel through the bank between the feedlot and the streamihf 
allowihg all of the waste liquid to drain rapidly into the-y~ 
"stream and the effects of this runoff on the stream could .'" 

not be.measured. 1As_a result, the data forlthis feedlot 
is not represehtatlve of all of the runoff that did take 
place during the string; 

. 

I

A 

' Station one was located 100 feet upstreah and Statdon 
two was 1ooated20O feet dohnstream free the feedlot.

A 

Stat1ohvThree‘fias.1ocated 0.3 miles below the feedlot and a 
fourth‘station was omitted because the runoff_from a pig
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' farm fias.v1s1blefbelom Station Three.- The stream is bounded1 
throu$hout;by'cornf1e1d. 

Values for all factors measured are low when compared. 7 

to those found in other streams used for the studj. Also} 
_each decreases in concentration through time,‘ None of the 
-water quality characteristics measured showed any_conslstent 
.trend of increase at Stat1on.Two, 

I 

While the values indicate rerfi little feedlot runoff‘ 
the stream appears visually to he~of very poor qual1ty._ 
‘There isma thick covering of benthic material on the stream 
bed throfighout its length and‘there are manj aquatic inver- 
_tebrae in this mater1a1.- A1gae'1s‘absent_from the stream: 

fit 1s clear that the data presented in the 
“accompanying tables do not represent the full effects of the 

(x'partlcu1ar’notearethe 1ow’baeter1a1A 
cofints of 930 total eoliforms and 40 fecal eollforms per‘. 

‘fi00‘ml.Jmhieh mere recorded on March 2?; ‘The release of the 
large volume of liquid and semi-aqueous waste from the 
feedlot between the two sampling dates mentioned no dohbt» 

, _ 

was extremely detrimental to the quality of the stream and 
much_h1gher values for all of thefcharacteristics measured 
and particularly that of bacteria would have been recorded

1 

had the writer known of the waste release and taken samples 
- at-that tlme.-d V"
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5 _March 6 13 
.;,Mar¢h~27j» 
~_: April 25v ..« »

_ "x.May 10-: 
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A’Tab1e 17 

E R "Q U A L I'T I D A T A 

FEEDLOT NUMBER 16 

__ Sfream Dfis¢harge_(at Stat1gn’Thre§) 
‘V 

.Q $3Ob.d,ff;3/séc. 
""2205 

4-2. 

Phosphorus (P) (bpm) 

Sample Stations 
2 .3 

-March-27 ' V '1 
April 25 ' 

'

0 
May. _l0 

_ 

0. 
July 20 O 

3. 

9

0 

9

O 0
2
0
0 

OCDOF4 

N1trogen_(No; + Nag) (ppm) 

__ 
' Sample Stations Date 

_ 

1 2 3 

_March 27 ' 

u .1 V‘
» 

‘April 25, ' 

. Q 
.0
0
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__ 1m .'~ _~:Téb1e‘l7;-¢ontinued } 

:W~WXTEKfQUALITIgDATA. 
:~FEEDLOT'NUMBER.16 

.Amfion1a (NHJ) 
I 

(ppm) 

‘_ Sample Stations 
_ 
Date_ 1. 2 .’ 3. 

~jMar¢h..6WH - 

'« Mar¢h_2? 
‘.AP._r11 -25 

;July- 20 - 

oooofl 
o:u_ 

oowm 

co

| 
-bocél 

0 

C30 ouwa 

_BOD5
‘ 

sample Stations .A2
_ 

-_ Date‘ 1 1 
_ 3 

~’ March -6 
' March 27V 
April 254,~ 

V May 10. 
1 _July 20‘ -comp 

-poo 

mmoo 
ooHH' IO‘ 

‘Volatile Résidué as Z of Toté1‘Résidue 

~.* « .v' " Sample Stations 

'fl3rdh° 6 ";March-27'--' ‘ 1 
A 

“'Apr11~25—’ 2 
, 

. 

. .,May. 10_= 
A 

‘

3 W ~'.~Ju1yA2o_. 3‘ 

-uw~mm_? 

wwowm 

90 
¢¢H¢m 

mum» wvwo 

O.I'0 

mocu



A§;2.l? 7Hater_Qua1lty at Feedlot 17
_ 

120 

feedlot was selected because of its looatlon on a. 
h1l1 leeding down to a stream of moderately large discharge. 
The piling of manure on the slope-and the sem1—aqueous flows 
of waste berond the feedlot indicated that there might be__ 
some adverse effect dpom stream quality. Unfortunately, the -’ 

creation of’e reservoir below the feedlot in mid Maroh re. 
'»sulted in heavy floodlmg around the feedlot and thus 
eliminated the stream and made further study impossible, 

' Veluee for Maroh_6,-the ohly dete on whioh $emples.mere 
f collected; ere lnoldded ehd 1hdlcete’that—water quality is 

better then thegeverege found_1n the sample group.
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Tgble 18 

.W.A a Q U,A L I T I D A r A 

, FEEDLOT NUMBER 17 

Date: ‘March 6 

Stfgam Discharge (at Station Three) 209 ft?/sec. 

Sample Stations 

121 

_ 
, 

_ ‘_;_§ 2 3 _4
A 

_Phosphbrus (P) - 1.0 :O;57 0.67 ~VO.6' ppm 
_N1trogén ~_ 

‘V_ I” 
. '~

I 

"(NO3v+-N02) A'2.0 2.0 . U,0 2.0- ppm 
BOD5 W '5.6 

5 
_ 

mg./1; 
% Volatile Residue .2 13.8 -*J
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3.3 .Summary of Spring Runoff Analysis 

. 

a 
‘ The foregoing‘ values indicate that an of the study 
.streams receive runoff containing greater than normal con- 
centrations of nutrients and bacteria during the spring

‘ 

runoff period. although not necessarily at the location of 
the feedlot. _The concentrations are greatest during the

V 

initial stages of runoff and tend to decrease gradually‘ 
beginning in April; In many cases, this decrease proceeds 
until only trace 1eveis_can be found of some of the nutrients. 
Concentrations of the various characteristics are highlyi 
variabie from one stream_to another. 

A

_ 

, 7Concentration profiles indicate that nutrient runoffa 
occurs from both cultivated-fields and livestock operations.— 

4 

.' Since some of the factors measured, most notably phosphorus . and nitrog‘ejn,i(nitrate)A, occur -in both locations, it is 
I 

. difficuit.to adequately isolate the effect of each type of 
>runoff}i Fecal coliforms, however, occur only in waste 
-runoff and prove the detrimental effect of livestock on most 
of the streams studied. _ 

_ 

.._- 

Arcording to the few water quality criteria that apply 
' to these streams, none can be said to be beyond permissible 
levels of contamination for any of the characteristics 

. 

measured save fecal bacteria (Ministry of the Environment, 
June, 1973). ‘Since bacterial anaiysis of streams is not 

_ 
fi8ua11yWin¢iuded:as an integral component of stream analysis, 
vthe foregoing values found for fecal coliforms suggests 

O 
" 

that such an.8l.¥_s1fs is necessary during sprihgbecause it
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may be the most-reliable for the detection of livestock 
ewaste pollution} ‘

- 

Those feed1ots,which show significant inputs of livestock 
waste to the streams in their area (feedlots 1, 3,V10. 11, 
and 15) have one factor in common which sets them apart 
from_the rest of the feedlots in the study group.‘ Each is 
té£euated'1fi very ciose-nroximity to the stream or has 
drainage tile laid close to the feedlot which facilitates 
‘the movement of liquids to the stream. Distance to a 
drainage channel appears to be the only observable factor 
operative in this group, Since there is raoid change in the 
.state of some nutrients (e.g.. ammonia) and chemical bonding 
ioccurs mith others (e.g.. phosphorus), it is likely that any 
gdelay in the-runoff of waste products-results in a great 
,decrease in nutrient concentration before the waste reaches 
,the stream. fThe number of cattle found at any site no doubt 

V 

has an effect upon the-amount of runoff as does the yard 
cleaning practices of.the owner: however, these factors 
vary greatly among those feed1ots_with runoff and a much_. 
largerlsamole group would be necessary in order to draw 
conclusions on the effect of those factors. 

The effect of downstream movement on nutrient concen- 
tration is obvious at those feed1ots_Where high concentra- 
tiosn were recorded._ Feedlot 1 is a particularly-good 
example of decreasing concentrations downstream for all of 
the water rroperties measured. within a: ha1.f-mile distance 
downstream from the feedlot} there is an almost geometric
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decrease for sone of the higher valaes recorded. This 
decreasing trend downstream is apparent at most of the 
sites used, 

I 

‘ 

I 

in
‘ 

Data on the per cent of volatile residue contained in 
total residue proved to be of little value. In most cases; 
values were erratic with few identifiable trends through

.

2 
either time or distance. The measurement of volatile 
residue is carried out only ocoasionaily in water quality 
studies because the interpretation of results oannot be made 
with a high degree of reliability. "In cases where the“

_ 

organio content of water is important it is usually best to 
obtain such infornation by means of a COD or BOD‘ 
determination.“ (Sawyer, 1960. p. 305)



Wnumbers 1, 2,’6. 11, and 15.. The reasons for this selection 
&have been discussed in dhapter II and stem from either the 

.determined by the amount of rain received and resulting 

_ 125 
3.h iwater Quality Variation During Summer Runoff 

The main question to be examined during the summer‘ 
period was whether or not manure which had become dehydrated 
with high temperatures and low rainfall and which. in many 
cases. had been pulverized in the feedlot; would rapidly be 
taken into suspension by runoff.from thunderstorms and de- 
grade the quality of the nearby streams. Since this type of 
study involved much more difficult scheduling, only five I 

A

V 

feedlots from the original group of seventeen used in the-' 
spring study were selected. The feedlots selected were 

level of contamination found at the site during the spring 
or conditions at the site during summer which seemed to 
indicate that there was significant potential for waste 
runoff during and after heavy rains.

I 

I 

The water quality properties analyzed were orthophosphate. 
nitrite-.nitra.te nitrogen. ammonia. 30135, and volatile residue. 
Bacteri’al analysis was planned for., but difficulties in 
returning samples to_the laboratory on a day of the week when 
they could be analyzed made it impossible. Measurement of’ 
rainfall was made with standard rain gauges which were 
checked and emptied periodically by both the writer and the 
farmers involved. 

-Collection dates of samples during the summer were 

stream discharge at each site. This. of course, necessitated
’.



_ 
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constant monitoring through the study period of June and 
July. Since the rain at that time of the year is usually 
convectional and therefore local and shortelivedg the daily 
reports of Atmospheric Environment Services could not be 
relied upon for more than a statement of general regional 
conditions. Therefore. it was necessary to telephone the 
farmers themselves in many cases in order to better predict 
the amount of rainfall and resulting stream discharge, Rain.’ 

houever. occurred most often during the night, eliminating 
the farmer as_an information source. 

Precipitation in the study region during July and 
August was below normal. in some cases, extremely so. 
Table 2 lists the precipitation values for four weather 
stations—within the study area.. The small amount of rainfall 
that occurred throughout most of the study area during July 
'13 not indicated at all sites in the table, but Bradford» 
Springdale and Orangeville show low values representative? 
of the situation in the study region. The owner of Feedlot i1 
also rfported that precipitation was only one-third of the 
usual amount in his area and other owners also reported 
below average amounts of rain. Because of the small amount 
of rain in July. it was necessary to continue monitoring 
the weather through August in the hope that some heavy 
rains would occur. Unfortunately. at most sites rainfall 

. 

did not increase. pTotals for August for the four stations 
within the study area do indicate more rainfall but the 
totals represent local occurrences beyond the region of the 
study farms.
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"The lack of rainfall comlicated-the study in several 

ways, when the study streams were first selected, an 
approximation of the date of their.minimum or final flow 
was obtained and most streams reached zero discharge well 
before the predicted dates.‘ According to some farmers. wells 

~ too were below normal levels by August. Also, crops were 
greatly in need of moisture. because of the high temperatures 
and shortage of water. grain in some areas was ripening

‘ 

several weeks ahead of schedule. I‘. 

These conditions exaccerbated the problem of sample 
collection for uhile solid wastes had.reached the point 
where they would easily be carried into suspension, most of 
the rain that did fall went to the immediate needs of the 
crops and rapidly-infiltrated the soil to recharge the water 
table, »Thus only Very heavy and short duration_thunder-_ 
storms_re-established streamfiow in the dry channels. 

;.dFor these reasons and several others which pertain more 
to local site conditions. the measurement of water quality 
was carried out on only four different occasions and in- 
volved only three of the five feedlots. 

.1 

Three tables of data represent samples which were
_ 

collected in June from feedlots 11 and 15 and the fourth. 
set was collected from Feedlot 2 during July. It should be 
made clear that the four sample sets presented do not 

.represent the number of visits made to the various sites 
during the summer. on numerous occasions;'heavy rains 
were predicted and the writer went to the sites in order to 
obtain samples'of the initial runoff. However, the rain
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either failed to materialize in the immediate area or 
was not of sufficient duration or intensity to bring about 
streamflowi 

. With regard to Feedlots 1 and 6 at which no samples were 
coliected, there here several occasions on which runoff did 
occur from-Eeedlot 1, however these were discovered after 
thepfact. The amount of runoff was smallaaa fact which could 
be derived from the stream bed which was dry on the days 
‘following the rain and the ponding of all of the discharge 
“in a marsh which had developed during may and~Juneo No 
runoff ever occurred at Feedlot 6'as the level of water'in 
the_ho1ding pond has very low and all runoff was contained. 

In the tabies which follow, the “hour” column indicates 
the number of hours elapsed since the first rain on that 
date. It was unfortunate that the length of time spent at 
each site combined with the days of the week on which samples 
were collected prevented analysis of bacterial contents-a. 
factor found very useful during the spring~period.

1-
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3,lL,1 Water Quality at Feedlot 15..-June 17L1973 
‘As indicated in Table 1.‘ this feedlot is situated 

160 yards from the stream but drainage tile is present 
running from the feedlot area to the stream. ‘The stream also 
receives runoff from cornfield from above Station one to 
Station Two. Below Station Tho. the stream runs through 
seldom used pasture. 

e Rainfall on this date amounted to 0.85 inches and fellv 
‘ over a three hour period. The stream, which had ceased to 
flow in late May but still contained numerous algae cover 
ponds, began floning shortly after rainfall had commenced. 
The flow, which reached a maximum of 0.15 c.f.s. an hour 
after the end of the rain, carried large pieces of surface 
algae which‘were purposely excluded from the samples. At. 
three points between Stations one and Two, field drainage_ 
‘could be seen running from tiles into the stream. Another 
of these field drains-could be seen running at a point 
200 feet upstream from Station One.‘

h 

Phosphorus exhibits highest values at Station Two 
during each time period. Values below Station Two decrease 
as the stream runs through grassland. Phosphorus is at 
quite low levels throughout the period but does show an 
increase between hours two and four. The higher concentration 
was maintained through hour six.

. 

Nitrogen also exhibits an increase in concentration at 
Station Two sith decreases through Stations Three and Four.
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Maximum concentrations were recorded_during hour four at 
each station and decreased through hour six. 

Ammonia was consistentiy low in concentration, showing 
no significant changes through time. The lowest values re- 
corded were at station Four, one-half mile downstream from 
the feed1ot.d Since ammonia undergoes rapid change to form 
both NOE + N05, or is lost to the atmosphere as NR3 gas, it 
would not be surprising to find low ammonia concentrations 
even at sites where waste is clearly entering a stream, At 
this time of the year, the waste remains around the feedlot 
long enough for the ammonia to be transformed before runoff 
occurs.

. 

"'§9Q5Aconcentrations are greatest at the feedlot: however, 
the value recorded at Station one is higher than that at 
Station Three and indicates the possibility that,fie1d run-s 
off accounts for much of the concentration, Vaiues decrease 
through the downstream pasture area; Unlike either phos- 
phorus or nitrogen. BOD5 increases between hours four and 
six when runoff and discharge are-decreasing. 

The concentrations of phosphorus and nitrogen indicate 
clearly that runoff is occurring from the feedlot area and 
that concentrations increase and decrease with discharge 
under the rainfa11.conditions that prevailed on this date;
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Table 19 

FEEDLOT NUMBER 15 

Dates June 17, 1973
s 

Precipitation: 

. Stream Discharge 

Hour
_ 

o 0.0 'ft;3/sec. 
_2 0.08- 
4 0.15 
6 0.09 

Phosphorus (P)' ppm 

. Sample Stations Hour 1 2 3 4 

«2 0.2 O.# 0.2 0.1 
3‘ 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.2 6 0,3 0.5 . can o.2 

Nitrogen (N0; + Nag) ppm 

Hour 
nbsample Stdtjods 
1 2 '3 ¢ 

OMPN 

o.2 2,u 2.4 1,8 1.9 #.1 3.8 2.0 1.h 3.8 2,7 2.0 
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0.85 inches



Date:
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’_Tafi1e 19-acontinuedg 

nw AAT E 3- ‘Q u A L I T I 9D A T A_‘ 

FEEDLOT NUHBER 15 

Juné717p-1973 ‘ "~Prec1p1tat1ons 0.85 inches

+ 
. Ammonia (Nflu) . 

ppm 

_ 
Sample Stations Hour 

_ 

1 g r 3 h 

2 ‘-6.1 o§2 0.2 0.0 
1" O02 001 6 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 

BOD5 
_ 

: 

ms./1 

Samp1¢ Stations‘ 
»2 .,A.3 Vucurn '* 1 

O\FN 
I-‘I-‘J-' \OU\f-‘ I014!-‘

. 

E-'®\'l Hrgho NPUO 
I-H-'1" 

« 

0 

o 

e

; 

MDNI-‘ 

Volatile Residfie as_% of Total Residue 

Sémp1e'Stat1on§~ Hour " 
1 2 3 4 

12* 
~ 

39.3 36.4 36.8 3i.o ‘ 

. 

:3o.1 33.7 3 .3 6 I 22.1» 32.7 28,1
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§,u.2, water Quality at Feed1ot‘15p—June 28.;i973 

" times 

" -Rainfall on this day also occurred as a sudden thunder- 
storm-with the major portion of the total amount coming in 
the second hour. Stream discharge reached a maximum of. 
0.16 c.f.s. in hour four and decreased slowly after that 

Phosghorus levels increase with discharge to hour four 
and then remain stable through hour six. The highest values 
recorded were at Stations one and Two. in the area of corn 

.cu1tivation._ Values decreased belos Station Two, through the 
area of nasture. A11 Values, however. were very low. 

“h'§it§ogen concentrations were consistently higher at 
Station The for all sample sets analyzed and decreased down- 
stream. Concentrations increased through time on this date 
with maximums recorded during hour six as the stream dise 
charge was beginning to diminish.'

V 

Ammonia was almost entirely absent. oniy four samples. 
taken at different times and locations showed even trace 
amounts present. "? 

§gQ5 concentrations show increases fromgstation one to 
Station Two and decreases then to Station Three. The in- 
crease at Station Two is small and the values indicate that’ 
field runoff is the major factor involved. 

Values recorded for the various properties on this date 
are all very low relative to those recorded earlier in the 
year and are well below what criteria have been set by the 
Ministry of the Environment for permissible levels. At
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this low‘ level there 13 some; indication (N, BOD5) that . 

. there is runoff from thé feedlot.



W A T‘E R Q U A L I T I D A T A 

Table 20 

FEEDLOT NUMBER 15 

Date: June 28. 1973
\ 

Precipitation: 1.1 inches 

Stream Discharge 

Hour
_ 

0 0.0 ft.3/sec. 
2 0.05‘- 
h 0.16 
6 0.12 

Phosphorus (P) ppm 

_., Sample Stationso Hour 1 2 3 4 

2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.0 4 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.0 6 0.2 0.3 0.1, 0.0 

Nitrogen (N0; + Nog) ppm ' 

Hour Sample Stations 
2 3 0

2
0
6 

NI-‘O 

C 

O

6 

ON? MDND-' 

O
O 

I-‘QM 

I0!-‘I-' 

O 

O

C 
I-“OI-' 7-‘HO_ 

I 

I

I 

OOO 
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Ta$1e 20-—Coht1nued

I 

FEEDLOT Numazn 15_ 

Datéx- June_28. 1973 Precipitation:
s

+ 
Ammonia (NH#) ppm 

Sample Stations 
Hour 1 g 3 4 

2 0.0 4011 0.1 0.0 
h 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 
6 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 

B0D5 ms./1 

' Sample Stations 
Hour 1 .. 2 - ,3 4 

1.2 1.5 0.8 0.9 4 1.#- 1.7 . 111 1.2 
I, 6 105 11:6 0.8 1.1 

w<A T E R7 Q u A L 1 T Y D A T A ‘ 

1.1 inches 

vo1at11e Residue as 2 of Totél Residue 

Samgleistations 
Hour 

4 

A 
I 

1 .3 ‘ 0 

-2 U5.8 » h1.6 #2. 35,5 1'4 42.6 zm.2 no.7 29.0 6 ‘+3.0 39.1 38. 34+.2 
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5i#I§’ water Quality at Feedlot 11;-June 17, 1973 
137 

' 

eThe.first co11ection_of samples at this site was made 
six hours after a heary and sustained rain had begun. uThis 

occurred because the writer was working at Feedlot 15 earlier 
in the same day? Thus no analysis values could be obtained V 

for water quality prior to the beginning of the rain. The 
figure of 0.8 c.f.s. for stream discharge is an estimate based 
on a measurement of 0.9 c.f.s. made several days earlier." 

The discharge of the stream was relatively constant 
from the time of the first sample collection to last but 
reached a peak of 2.6 c.f.s. at hour eight. A 

'Phosghorus concentration in the stream showed a general 
increase at Station Two and decrease below that point. Also. 
three of the four stations show a decrease in concentration i 

from hour six to ten, indicating that the peak levels 
occurred during or before hour six. The area between 
Stations one and Two is cornfield and the increase of phos- 
phorus at Station Two could be a combination of both field 
and feedlot runoff. 

_ 

‘*5 ' 

juitrosen profiles show two clear trends. The first is 
A 
an increase in concentration at Station Two with diminishing 
values downstream through Station Four{ The second is a 
peak concentration for all stations during hour eight. It 
is unfortunate that the cultivated fields separate the 
feedlot from the stream because nitrate runoff from the 
feedlot area is indicated but it could come from either source. 

Ammonia concentrations support the contention that
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runoff in the Station Two area does indeed come from the 

5 - 

feedlot. ‘There are increased concentrations of ammonia at ~’ 

Station Two for all three sample sets collected." In the 
downstream area, which is woodland and resident1al,.the 
values diminished slightly. The maximum values recorded 
occurred during hour six. 

‘ 

QQQS concentrations show the same trends as those of 
ammonia. The feedlot again appears to contribute runoff to 
the stream causing peak values at Station Two which then 
‘decrease downstream. Maximum yalues were again recorded 
Vduring hour 

‘ t 

H» 
.

I 

"Volatile residue values are less erratic in this in- 
stance and show peaks'at Station Two in two of the three_. 
sample sets.‘ The significance of volatile residue in the 
summer, however, is even more likely to be unreliable than. 
during the spring since algae and other debris are heing 
carried along in the stream and may have no connection with 
the location at which they are accidentally included into 
»a water sample. 

I 

., 
_ 

-*J'
I 

C£>nsidering- all properties measured, there does appear 
to be runoff entering the stream from the feedlot. Runerr 
of nutrients from fields in the area is also a strong 
possibility, however concentrations of all properties are’ 
quite low.r
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Table 21 

wawsa QUALITf QAIA 
FEEDLOT NUMBER 11 

June 17} 1973 Precipitation; 1.3 inches 

Stream Dificharge 

Hour 
_

A 

0- 0.8 ft.3/sec.’ 
6 2;# -

‘ 

8 2.6 
10 2.5 

’Phosphorus (P) ppm 

Sample Stations 
Hour 2 “3 

6 ma L2 me am 
8 100 . 

0.91‘ 003 
10 096 068 V 0:2 ' 002 

N1tr§gen (No; +-N05) ppm 

< 
Sample Stations‘ 

Hour 1 2 ' 

3
’ 

;6 L2 .7 23 am 8 308 B01‘ #03 - 

10 3,3 3.9 '4.0 3¢6'



Dates 

_ 1H0 
Table 21—aCont1nued 

D A.T A W A T E R Q U.A L I T I 

I 

FEEDUUT NUMBER 11 

June 17. 1973 Precipitation: -1.3 inches 

Ammonia (NHE) ppm 

Sample Stations
2 Hour . 1 3 

_

b 

6;‘ o..2 _o..5,. 0.1+. 0.1» Q 8 0.42 
A 

003 v0.2 
3 

9 ° 6 0492 003 002 051'. 

" 

aims‘ ”n‘:"’g«..‘/1 
; 
f" 

.4‘ _‘3'-in gt -@ - . ,,.__g. a ..,. W. -0 
3- n 

V 
_ 

Sample Stations .Hour 1 2 . .3 _ .# 

‘6 2.8 .6 3.3 2.8 8 2.2 3.1 . 229 2.7 10 2.2 2.8 2. 3.1 

7 Volatlie Residue as Z of Total Résidua 

’ sagple Stations Hour 
A 

' 

1 2 3 b 
.6 

26.2 42.“ 38. '36.2 
- 8 23.9 39.” 35.1 35.7 A 10 25.2 A33.6 37.2 36.3
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3.9.u. Water Quality at Feedlot 2--Ju1y 13. 1973 
I 

vstreamflow at Feedlot 2 had stopped hr mid June although 
mater remained in the small marsh sections through July. 
Rain on this day fell in the form of several thundershowers. 
over the period of two to three hours. Maximum streamflow 
of 051 c;f.s. was recorded upon the writer's arrival approxi- 
mately four hours after the first shower had begun. In spite 

;of the large amount of manure in the feedlot and below it, 
“on the hillside leading to the stream, the location of the 
feedlot was not identifiable through higher levels of 
contamination at Station Two. 

I 
I

' 

‘fgbsphorus\«fl,trogen\'gnd.§QQ$ concentrations are suite 
similar 1n'that all concentrations are low and the maximums 
are consistentlf found at Station Three. Also, nitrogen 
decreases in concentration from hour four to

V 

Ammonia is at trace levels in ali samples measured; 
Feedlot runoff is not indicated and the quality of_water’ 

' 

-in the stream is good relative to all properties measured. 
.1- ._ _ ._

In
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" 
‘Table 22:" 

‘ HATER QUALiTr DAJA'y~ 
_FEEDLbT NUMBER 2 

-Dhte: July 13; 1973 "‘ PrecifiitatidniéV0;8‘1flches

j 

'4 :.H°“ir '. ~-I. 

’~.~Phbsphorus (P) ~‘ppm '- 

~ 1 - 2 . 3 

.8:%[ 3:2 

jHour" 

-I-‘E-‘ 

,v= Nitrogen (No; +»fio3) ‘ ppm” 
" 

‘ 

' Sample Stations ’~“ 
Hour. ..; A :1 ' 2 ’ 3A" 

,6 — 

.,o,;g 

.. 

__and: 

pofiw 

O-D

‘ 

“ND 
as C



v“Date: 

H 12:3 
V. Table 225-Continued . 

jw A T E R Q U A L I T I ~ D.A'T'A “ 

FEEDLOT_NUMBER 2 

July 13, 1973 Precipitatibha o.8.1n¢hes. 

Ammonia (NH;)~‘ pphy 

‘ 

, 

- .-_ »~V=$a¢p1e_Stét1dns. _»A Q” Hour x2 3 r

1 ~’4 1,0 6 0.1 
o;1 

~r§§D5_ ms./1~ 

_Sam@1e~Stgt1ohs4 .Hour 1 -. 2 _3. 

1 6_ 
1.4 

km}:

. 

‘_ .2009. 

1.0 = 1.1;

o 

T 

'- ‘~~ Sample Stations Hour‘ ' 

1 2 ‘

3 

4’ I‘ __.



me 3.5" su¢m¢ry*¢: sfimhereRuh§rr”Ana1ys1g"f 
In ohiy two ef the four ceses studied, eofild the feedlot 

‘be identified eséa seurce of ruheff; eFeed1etf1i5end.to a 
lesser degree Feedlot 15;'beth samfi1ed oh June 
through ihcreeses“1h most meesqfiefilehareeterietiee tnat"' 
éllvestook waste was enteiing the stream; the othe£htwe{' 
‘éa§es,*?e§ai§t 15 on Jungizs and Feediet 2 en July 13; there 
_1s.hoeev1dehee that rfiheff ffom the feedlots effected_the_e" 
etreafi in ahyAwe§}=

~ 

Awe11*gith1n3the-fierm1ssib1e'eriter;e eat-down by the Ontario 
Ministry §f'tne environment and in men} instances are be1ow 
the meximumfileveis eet.fef’}des1;eb1e’ mete: qua1;ty.7 
is elear that those feeiiots empieyed-in-this pert cf the 
étu¢y~i1d net produce-eeiipfig fiariatione in watch quality 

,AAna1ye1e of bummer iuhoff_fias'restr1eted.bj;beth a 
leek or rainfall during July and a 
train dfiring June and Afi3fist2' This situation was quite 
of the ordinety according to thettwo egriculturaltfepree 
sentatives In whose counties three of the euhmer feedlots 
were ‘H H. 

A

A 

W1th.en1y four cases or efimhef runoff. it 15 not 
poes1b;e tehdraw-any genera1,conc1ns1ens regarding the ‘ 

_ effeet of segue: rainfell on livesteck fiastes and their
, 

streams. :Indeed. the leek ef data 
tresultinglfrefi the unusual-elimatic eohditiohs makes 1t
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1f11p('>Ss1b:]:.e' pri<:4d1~¢:~t:1_’-wha’t':1w¢u1d;hajp§enV ~at the". may feed. 
A 

' lots under ¢§nfiiti§ns of nérmél 5umfie$.réinfa11,- 
‘I’ 

. 

’ be thafi heavy sfistaifiéd rain: §¢uIfi bring abou§.cond1§1§nsf*;.~ 
of water quality similar E0 the fifist 1hféridr_§c¢§r&éd'.=_i~'s 
durihg sbrlng‘ 

. 

. 
. 

. 

: 

,_ -. . .n.._ 

‘In order to draw'genera1 cohclusignso@~tfi¢~suHJéct~fiucHf. 
more data 1; réquired, which means 5 large; safi§1é‘fifim§¢r~., 
and more storms of varying ambudt, ifitensityg and ¢fir$t1§n{K. .



cflerrsfi IV 

coNcLUsIoNs‘ 

ntfie increase in beef production that is tekdng 
todéf in bntario as a result of the demands ofla growing 

« popfilation poses certain environmental problems which rea_: 
qndre}an§1§§is£t'One_of tnese problems is the potential water. 
po11nt1on threatened by the feedlot method tr ope§at1on.se 
Feed1ots._1ocated mainly in tn? northswest_reg1on;of southern~'?u*F~ 
Ontario are sites of great-accumuietions of_11vestock taste 
that is difficult to dispose-of. 

_

I 

In the United States where feedlots are much larger‘ 
and concentrated 1n'areestsnseept1t1e to heavy rains during 
short periods of the year. there hsve been numerous cases 
reported of severe_water pollution ceused by iivestock 
waste runoff. Many.stud1esJnsve been carried-ofit in an 
effort to develofi economical metnods for tne treatment end 1t 
disposel of wastes. 

V _ 

The situation 1n Ontario 1s different from that in 
United States beeeuse feedlots are mueh smaller and the 
climate does not exhibit the same extremes of temperature- 
and rainfallgy Therefore. comparisons cannot be_made in the‘ 
area of runoff.end‘wetertpoilttiong.HStnd1es=of waste 
character1st1cs and petentdal nollntien nest be expanded to, 
rncluded anaiysis of surface wgters tn the feedlot areas. 

:Hinieketndy.westdesdgned_to assess the effect or feedlot
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runeff en wetefvfifiaiifiy 1n nearer s§reeh$~d@rin$ $§fifig,_ 5 

fufioff and fo11dwifi¢fsufimer~fe1g§Q "The 
lots £o~ee‘used fevealed tfiet in the westefin Lake dntar1ot’.4 

ieg1on.tfiere are few eperatiofis thafi are situated ifiesfichnet 
a Way‘es to ppllution.‘ From over ehee»~ 
hundfed feed1ots.visited. eevehteeh were eeiecfied for thee 
epring runoff sfiudy, Samples were*ce11ected'from'efiefiiohee’HA 
above. at and beldw eaeh‘feedlot"on~et~ieasfiufqprfdefe§~*”VA. 
from March to June.fi The sample; were endlyzed for ¢on¢en;; 
tratiéns of §hoepheius,:h;tr1te.n1trate.nitregen. 
nitrogen, BOD , add vo1e£i1e7§es1due. gig addition,5 
bacterial ahaiyeee were mede ef af.1eas§ ode sample from 
each feedlbt during the s¢a§¢n,ef 

,ResuIts of the enalyeee indicate that the over-all level‘ 
of stream_contam1nat1on.fiom a11 seurces is highest during 
the;£1rst stages pf spfing ;ufioffUend"decreases with the'e 
streafi discharge thrpfigfi Maren efifi April. ;At ofily fofii e 

s1tes‘was‘there‘c1eerVev1denee.thete1i#esfeckV@aete'advefiseiy 
affectfid Watey quality in the sfireefi{._The'f39t0fS thfit 
distinguished these fan: feedlots from1the.others in the VHS 
sample were.e1ther a_$hort distance from feedlot to'st§eaj 
_or the presepce or draihage tile between the feediet.and" 
stf9§m. Thcfe here high eoncentfiétions.of,feca1veO11f6rmeV"e 
1" WY ?‘5?+”$amP,1°$"°°11°‘9’¢ede*1h'e1-iara’u:."— wmie fecal 
cdliforms or1g1nateso1e1j1h.an1ma1 fleets. high bacteria 
levels did not neceseefilfi ceffeepond ¢1thfu1gh levels of~V 

phospherueeenitroseh.’or.E0D5.‘ This may be the_reSu1f_ofe



A V 

.1u8 

differehtialratee'ef'éhense;' The ¢¢h¢éhtg§t1ons=of"' 
nutrxents ¢onta1nedf1hTa1i of theeahfiles here §1th1n the . 

‘permissible; 1im1fS'Set by the Onrario M;n1etry.pf the
H 

Ehv1?9nmeht{h;‘.r 
A 

I ‘H :Vv I 

The Study 5: rundfffeeehrrihg durihg Sumner ae.the . 

result of reinfallffirered rery §iff1eh;t due to the 
nathre of the rein; "Fer this reeedn es veil ae the genereif ‘ 

~shbrtege or reinfhhrougheufi the resign dur1n$ July and August, 
‘samples here eeiieetedtongeh1y<f9hrheccas;ohs} _0n the 6% 2]. 

_ 

these qccasione; there were indieafiions of_11vestpek waste 
rfinoff;A,Hefie§er,?themeesurefiuconcentratipns‘§ere'se‘lbw 
ee te be withlh the 3dee1rah1e'hiimifis-set—by the Ministry‘ 
of the Envirohmeht;- The emeuht ef cohtaminatioh found 
sfimmeriruhhfo was heg11g1b1é;A 

» 

_’ 
V 

V ‘H

_ 

fBeer1hg-1n mxnd the limrhabiehs 1n§o1vea in the study;- 
the~reefr1eeed«erea;_thei1;mitefimnfifiber[ofnfeefilets, sample 
celieetlbnfdnie three week.sehedd1e}feh1y‘ehe.gea8en of 
recorded values# and probleme with summer re1h;ethere are f_”A 
still certain general eommenes thef cen be madeffiith<re$ard Vhj 

to.run8rr-{rem feedlets-ahd the effect such runerf.haa' 
upon water AVA

_ 
The regarded date indicate that 1n the etfidy aiég §t7h 

least, with feedlots bf afipror;méte1i 206 heed, there 
little gg£q§iip§11ut1on-¢r_stream} ‘This. in spite of the 
many sfetehente made regardihg the p9ten§1a1 pf waste 

In areas where 
the size pf feed1qts.§g greater there may he a:greater—
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amount of taste runoff occurr1ug'than was found 1n the 
study area: however, it is Iikely less than_the potent1a1;A 
indicated. Also, the stiltuation or Jthe_-fe'ed.1ot mun respect 
to the stteam was found'to be a"iafge'factor’1u'deteru1n£ug 
the degree of stream coutam1nation aud therefore larger 
feedlots do not necessarily dean a larfier folume of waste 
reaohing the nearest stream. 

V 

; 
I

A 

It would appeat. from the'put11shed literature and tfie 
results of this study that mote-work is requifed ana1yz1ng 
actual stream quality as opposedto the Study of livestock 
wastes in feed1ots._ Also neoéssajy £or'ffifther study of 
feediot runoff is the use of eout1nuous water quality moni- 
tortng equipment which would reeotd shook loadings of waste 
that would otherwise go"uuhot1oed,

-—
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‘APPENDIX I 
;.TorAL' BEEF_CATTLE, 1951-1971 
--- 

;«*(a11 éalves, beef heifers, beéf cows, steer8)'“* 

‘I 961 

52,160‘ ‘6§§179 

153,757 1 

9' 

County 1951 1966
’ 

Brant 9.86.- »'_14,878 51,224— 20,584 19,522 Bruce 
. : 1-_ _, 77,818 113,044 125,018. 

__ 
150,440 

2 
174,560 ‘ 

Carleton (Ottawa) -.. -24,068. 54.952 141,454 43,287 Dufferin - 

‘ 

~ *52.77o 46.997 48,960 54,408 52,083 nundas :' 9,190 13,931 12,563 16,305 ’ 

Durham 8 23,924 30,630 34,395 41,448 41,379 Elsin, 25,593 30,033 38,459 2 ‘39,987, 39,242 ' 
Essex 

1 

’_ 8.321 9.327 12.859 9,6351 7,624 Frontenac '?13,298' 17,198 3 19,582- 20,273 23,316 519383??? 2 C -8,314 9,894 13,080 j10,452 14,042 Grenville ‘ 

,985 6,519 9,919 12,810 . 1,Grey 
2 

9 85,564 114,108 124,850." 137.116 144,955 Haldimand 4 12,002 
. 15.363‘- 21,571, 923,414 22,649 Halton 10,113 313,635 14,540 14,726 13,246 Hastings f18,394 23,524‘ ,27,069 ' 30,210 34,821 1 

Hnrog 1 391,200’ 119,166" 153,722 
_ 27,758 3 33,423 

2 
42,746 "5't49,816 44,652

, Lambton '_ 78,794 
' 

h§I



»APPEDIX I9-Gbntinued’ 

19661. 

,0 7.851 

‘County 1951 . 19617 

Lanark 
4 

22,287 . 1;29,212, ; . 51,9585,j 452,852 
‘ 

5 ’58,531 ¢

” 
' 

Leeds ,« 
1 212,980 

1 

15,536’ 1 

20,158 
1 

, ;18,861_ _x2124,901.*11 Lennox and Addingto 
4 

12,051 1 1 24,663‘ 
1 19,225, .11.19,9s9 2“26,921 Lincoln 1 

~ 
1 

4,601 1, 15,952, 8,125 
4 

12 <2 
Manit0u1in_7‘ _i3,328_2. 18,587 1 

18,864 22,216 1 88 22,717“ 5 Middlésex 65,968 - 84,224_ 100,188 'f.107,801-. '112,119 Niagara ..1:__p12‘¢ 
2 

1 

I 

,1 __, 
I 

15,966, Norfolk 2’ 6,845* .,_ 8,595 2,5. 14,2474 .12,982 _Northumberland 218,731 ’15,187f, 129,902 
'8 

54,458 40,840. Ontario 
. 54,452- ‘42,863 150,567 149,057, 51,124 1»27,11e 59.574 48.850 584595 66.565 ’Pee1‘ 1 

‘15.319 1 22,004 
2 

25,0091~ 26,035. 25,058_ Perth 
I 

1 

1153.400. 69,220 81,005 1 95,646 2 92,868 Peterborough 1 

17,406 24,814 29,658 4; 55,295 1 54,710 Prescott ','10,%78 11,254“ 15,511 11,260 14,950 Prince Edward 
; 8,051’ 11,251 12,150 13,965. Renfrew 34,906" 1 

48,646 44,129 58,957 Russell _8,766 7 9.925 912,701 10,451 10,1822 ‘Simcoe ,54.389 289,4141 99,517 106,5521_ Stormont 7,819 9.86191 
. 8,882 _15,14o SS:

4



APPENDIX I-aébntiauadfn
I 

wate:1oo a; f 23,142 I-‘» 49;899 _54;967 Welland . > 
aa *: .‘”5s296 a * 

lvcountf 1951 .V‘1aCii9§6fiJ.: f 1966 
._Vi§t§fiiaV, 42.3é6 i~“ 58.593-a=aaa 57.8e6I~a 59{4€8'- 

aAw¢11ingtcn ~ 

>:a_, .1.59,4so ~A->_79;818' 865946 wentworth. .a. -7.874 ; 15.7837 _* 13;66#vaV-_15,o19
. Ybrk 

a 21.o9of ‘~- 26;858 aaa a5o.77s 505509 

ref Province. 
. 1;12o,a2a ai;503;662: 1,7og,q74j"f 1;96i,573 1;974;%aa 

Sou:-ce_:. adapted fromacensus of Canada 1951, 1956, 1966, 1971-; ' 

A 

‘ Stvatistics 
a 

> 

__ . g

' 

99':



APPENDIX II 

No. of Farms-Reporting county_’ Cattle on Feed-31971 

Bfant 282 
Bruce 15310 
bnfrerin 577 
Ddndas »138' 

~purham 511 
E1813 533 
Frdhtenac - 188 
Glengafrf 120 
Grenville 

. 1&6 
_Grev 

I 

-.i.657
' 

Ha1d1mafid»b .u3e 
Halton 
vflastings .308‘ 

Hfiron "*';.8j7 
Kent ‘_735 
Lambton ';}127 
Lanark 351 
Lee&s ‘f171

_ 

Lennox ¢ Add1ngtoA - 213 
,han1§oui1n 55 
Middlesex . 1,313 
Niagara A 

437 
Norfdlk 33o 
Ngrthnmberlénd nag 
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APPENDIX 11--cont1nued 

_No. of Farms Reporting 
Coun§y Cattle on Feedu~19?l 

Oiitar 10 710 
0ttawa-car1eton 383 
boxrord 865 
Pool 301 

éerth o1,u33 

Peterborough V35“ 

Prescott 119 
Prince Edward 

I 

195 
Repfrew 398 
Russel’ 95 
Simooe 1,235 
Stormoht 104

_ 

Victoria _528‘. 

Waterloo 880' 

wellington 1,333 
Hentfiorth *’312 

York ___gg§ 
’ Totai 23.398_‘ 

‘source: census of Canada 
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